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} HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES { REPORT 101-566 
"ARTS, HUMANITIES, AND MUSEUMS AMENDMENTS OF 
1990 
NE 28, 1990.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of 
the Union and ordered to be printed 
, :·J Mr. HAWKINS, from the Committee on Education and Labor, 
1 j, submitted the following 
REPORT 
together with 
DITIONAL VIEWS 
I ,, 
,; [To accompany H.R. 4825) ....___, _,j,_ /1'1A!?tf rl 
;j,. --;:,,,1--, H R S-?6/ 
'l) [Including COB 1onal Budget Office(v.r -· er .· . -~ t7 
f' 11 ·.fY!fl0" r '-"" 
·,The Committee on Education and Labor, to whom was referred/-1 Ci'> 
. e bill (H.R. 4825) to amend the National Foundation on the Arts pL / 0 (-y/ A 
d the Humanities Act of 1965, and for other purposes, having ! 
'Considered the same, report favorably thereon without amendment 
and recommend that the bill do pass. 
+· BACKGROUND 
;The National Endowment for the Arts provides support, through 
ts and services, to non-profit organizations and individuals in 
ce, design arts, folk arts, literature, media arts, museums, opera 
and musical theater, and visual arts. The National Endowment for 
the Humanities supports research, education, and public programs 
the humanities. Grants are provided to individuals, institutions, 
and organizations for projects and programs concerned with histo-
1'1· literature, philosophy, languages, archaeology, and other hu-
1118nities disciplines. 
·The Institute of Museum Services provides grants for general op-
izating expenses and conservation activities for all types of muse-
alns, including aquariums, arboretums and botanical gardens, art 
d natural history museums, science and technology centers, his-
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d historic sites nature centers and zoos. It is the ~~~;~2t~:n~;:;.d' 4~:~ir;l1~~::,~7\~;;=E. 
technical assistance programs or . 
and support projects to improve museum services. 
HISTORY 
'l'he National Foundation on the ~rts ~n.d tfXc~~i;::~~t~~a'ft: establishe~ in 1965, by P-\0~~3~~~ rC)Ge8 o~~g~t_ 90-348; in 1970 by 
amended ·~ ~96?9~/ :·1J;.L. 93-,133; in 1976 by P.L. 94-462 a?d P.L. 
P.L. 91-~46, m y -946· in 1984 by P.L. 98-306; and m 1~85 ~4-i5f; ~~!i~~ %;·r96~6 Act ~stablished the National Fom;fat~·0~ ~f ~~<l~~~e~~1o;\~~x~=~~t~~t~~~r E~~~~h~~~s:o~ ~~; H:~~~-
. . d Federal Council on the Arts and t e umam ies .. itI~s, tn o; the Endowments has a Chairperson and Council,h~~ 
poi;t~d by ~he President, to oversee the awarding of grants w IC 
it is authorized to make. d Title II of the : 
The Museu~ Services tct 'ralf¥i::st ~:tc~f 1i~6 (P.L. 94-462). ' 
Arts, Humambes and Cu tura d d .air~980 by p L 96-946 and in , 
The Act was thereafter amen e m . . . h "th I"cy .. 
1984 b p L 98-306. The Institute has a Director, w o WI • ~o I ·., ~l~e~t:~;r!~~a~~e o~~~~~a!h~~~:rdins;~~i~~~!r~1;icrt~:~z~=~ ,1 
tute is a':lthtodrizbeyd t~~ ~~:s~d~~~ ~~~J~~~~:~~e ~d~~c!r!nd consent of •· 
are appom e ' , 
the Senate. 
COMMITTEE ACTION If 7l 
. . h ld b the Subcommittee on Postsecondary,. Ed~:~i~~a~~nfiiew~~!ut~oriz~tion of the Nat1fal EI?~owm~i;t.[h! 
the Arts the National Endowments for t~e umam ies! i 1989 ·. In~itu~e' of Mus~uld ~;~~::;~~ ~~~~~111:~~~s·ci~r~~r~1n, 'south ' Car~U~~g o~a~un~ 9; and Malib~, California, Non Mabrch 155, 119998~: ' 
' Id · W h · gt n D C on ovem er , , 
HearingMs wehre2hleA ·~I 4 ~P:G 1~ May 2 and June 6, 1990. Testi- : 
and on arc • pn • ' ' t' · ty of per· 
mony was recei.ved f~om 75 witnesses represen mg a var1e . ' 
spectives and v1ewpomts. . . . · d t c ess :. 
0 M h 20 1990 the Adm1111strat10n transm1tte o ongr :·. n arc ' ' b 3126 posal to amend the I Executive Communication num er d ,Ha pro 't' d ,.or other1 d · th Arts an umam ies an 1• .. 
National ~ou~=~10l~ o~epr:sentative Pat Williams introduced thhe: 
purposes. n ' ' I H R 4825 which was referred to t e .: 
Administrations prop?sa ' d. L b 'o June 19 after being die-'. 
Committee on Education an a or. n , Ed t" HR,. ' 
h ged from the Subcommittee on Pos~econdary uc~ ion, 't~" ~8~~ was ordered reported ~y the Education and Labor omm1 :' 
without amendments, by voice vote. < 
:.·.: 
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BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR LEGISLATION 
H.R. 4825 extends authorization of the National Endowment for 
the Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the In-
stitute of Museum Services for five years. Without this bill, the au-
thorization for the agencies will expire on September 30, 1990. 
The Committee began the reauthorization process as we were ap-
proaching the twenty-fifth anniversary of the National Foundation 
on the Arts and Humanities Act. From testimony about the record 
of the agencies under its aegis over the years, the Committee con-
cludes that the National Endowment for the Arts, the National En-
dowment for the Humanities and the Institute of Museum Services 
have been very successful in encouraging artists and scholars, sup-
porting cultural institutions and museums, and supporting an in-
frastructure of state and local activities enhancing the cultural and 
intellectual life of citizens throughout America. They have also 
acted as a catalyst for non-governmental expenditures for these ac-
tivities. The 1989 edition of Giving USA reports that giving to arts, 
culture, and humanities in America has increased from $436 mil-
lion in 1965 to $6.82 billion in 1988, an increase of more than 1400 
percent. 
Nevertheless, the reauthorization of this legislation has been 
dominated by controversy surrounding certain grants awarded by 
the National Endowment for the Arts. Over the last year, Congress 
has received numerous communications from constituents express-
ing concern about Arts Endowment grants, and others extolling the 
work of the Arts Endowment and its support of cultural activities 
in their communities. The Committee recognizes the concern Mem-
bers of Congress have about the Endowment and its activities. The 
Committee acknowledges that there is a wide disparity of opinion 
in the Congress about the Endowments. This disparity ranges from 
, those who would terminate the Endowment completely, to those 
who would place constraints on the content of work funded by the 
NEA. Some Members have suggested restructuring the method by 
which the Federal government distributes funds in support of the 
arts. Others have suggested total support of the President's propos-
al to extend the Endowment without any content restrictions. 
Given the complexity of the issues, the Committee wants to pro-
vide the opportunity for all members of the House to be involved in 
the reauthorization. In approving the legislation that would simply 
reauthorize the agencies for five years, without any major changes, 
the Committee hopes to provide for the fullest expression of points 
of view in debating this legislation on the House floor. 
The Committee also would like to point out that the Fiscal Year 
1990 appropriations bill established an Independent Commission to 
review grantmaking procedures of the NEA, including the panel 
system, and to consider whether the standard for publicly funded 
art should be different than the standard for privately funded art. 
The Commission met for the first time on June 6 of this year. The 
Committee believes that it is unwise to make major changes in the 
·. Endowments until this Commission has had the time to make its 
report to the Congress, and the Congress has had the chance to 
review the Commission's recommendations. 
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EXPLANATION OF THE BILL 1
1
1 
· h N f 1 Endowment for the Arts, the'1 H.R. 4825 reauthorizes t e aHiona 't' nd the Institute of' .. 
. 1 E d ent for the umam ies, a . " , Nat10na n .owm fi The bill is essentially an extension ··,. 
Museum Services for ive years. inor and technical in nature. . 
of current law, and chadng~~ aA ~ and Artifacts Indemnity Act, by 
H.R. 4825 also amen s e r ilable for exhibitions. 
increasing the level of insu~a~ce cover:~: ~~ional Endowment for Authorizat~~ ~~~fl?r0f [~~t~fiii~~~ for the National Endowment 
the Arts for .. · is 'll' . for' the Institute of Museum Serv-
for the Hu~a.mties, $165 n;i ion, 1991 through 1995, such sums as 
ices $24 million. For fisca years h 
are 'necessary are author/ird f~~ eaby ~t~n&.mmittee that the Fed-
The bill reflectsda re~ dirmd hoa~e an important role in the sup-
eral Government oes i!1 ee. 
port of culture and arts m this country. 
COMMITTEE VIEWS 
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS 
Ch . John Frohnmayer, the Committee ,1 
In testimony by airma~ arts throughout America since the \ 
learned of the ~roiwt~9S! \iere were 37 professional dance compa·.1 
NEA was create . n u, t l t 250 There were about 60 pro- . :· 
nies, while today there ~re a eas . re more than 212. In 1965 . 
fessional orchestras, "."lul~ tfd~~st!~~r1: country, while ~oday there · . 
there was one proflss1i°Jt~· c ~fiere were only 27 professi~nal opera 
are 57. In the ear y . s erformin mostly classic Europe-
companies i!1 the Umted St~.te~ .P the leaJ roles. Today, there ~re 
an works with European ar is. m d 64 musical theaters which 
113 American opera companies ~r .. al works and use Ameri-
create ~nd perfoi:m trlditi~na;h~nendr~,i~965, there were 56 profes-
can artists m maJOr ro es. Y th are over 400. When the En-
sional nonprofit thea\eb{- t~ddy fivee:~ates had arts councils with a 
dowment was first es a . is e ' ·ir Today there are arta 
total ~un?ing of app~oximdt~~~r~~;Y ~\u~0~~mbined legislative ap- , 
councils m every st8: e an tl $284 million Local arts agen-
propriation.s amounting to more rnf~~ small pri~arily volunteer. 
cies }~ave mcrea~~d frG;~ ca u~clls with full-time professional staff, , 
councils to more an o ll $r.oo million . ' 
with combined budgets of we over .., an ~ith a program of .. 
In arts ed.ucat~on, h thCl Endow~~~hi~~g reached 11,600 children. ' 
"Poetry rea~mgs mht T assro~, Artist in Residences Program, 
In the 1986-87 sc oo year, t f the Endowment's current 
which. represen~ owy one sepm~~d ~ 851 artists in residence at 
Arts m . Ed~catiloln50 rotgfam, du~eached more than 3.5 million stir 
11,187 sites m a s a es an · " 
dents. t 1 · t be the sole reason for 
Though the Endowment does no s~o~u:;f fue arts throughout our 
this remark8;ble gr<?wJ~ ~nd th~ai~ has clearly played a major role. .. 
country? testn~ony in ih:sebee; that of catalyst. In 1988, for exam•' 
One of its major rods d $119 million in grants across the country , 
ple: the NEAt adwar e than $1 36 billion in private funds. • 
which genera e more · . 
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1 J This record has been largely overshadowed over the past year by 
. I the debate over controversial works that began in the spring of 
, 1989. Throughout this debate, concern has been voiced about the 
accountability of the Endowment's grantmaking process and the 
need for a review and strengthening of that process. The Commit-
tee was pleased to receive testimony on this topic on March 21, 
1990 from Chairman Frohnmayer, who has undertaken a thorough 
examination of the Endowment's grantmaking procedures and has 
recommended improvements to the panel process-procedures de-
signed to make the process, as he stated," more responsible, more 
responsive, and more visible" to the American people. 
The Committee was also pleased to hear of the Chairman's pro-
gram priorities for the future: arts education, multicultural and 
rural arts, international exchanges, and support for core institu-
tions. The Committee has had a long-standing interest in enhanc-
ing the arts education activities of NEA. While there has been dis-
agreement among educators and others involved in the arts around 
issues such as the appropriate nature and scope of NEA's arts edu-
cation programs, testimony of witnesses representing all points of 
view and perspectives reflects an overwhelming consensus that arts 
••: education is the key to the future growth and vitality of the arts in 
· · America, and to the nuturing and development of the creative 
· · talent of our youth, upon which rests not only America's cultural 
leadership, but our leadership in many other areas as well. There-
fore, the Committee concurs with Chairman Frohnmayer that arts 
education should be a priority for the agency. 
The Committee has likewise maintained a continuing interest in 
assuring that Endowment programs reflect and are responsive to 
the rich cultural diversity of America and reach our rural and 
other underserved areas and populations. The Committee reaffirms 
its interest and is pleased by the Chairman's statement of commit-
ment to these goals. 
The Committee notes that there is interest in the Congress in es-
tablishing with the Endowment a Landscape Design and Assess-
... ment program. Representative Kostmayer has introduced legisla-
·.· tion toward that end. The Committee urges the Endowment to con-
. sider establishing, under the Design Arts' existing Design Advance-
ment Program, such a new program. The Committee expects that 
· such a new program would include the systematic identification, 
.. ,· evaluation, and comparative assessment of rural landscape values, 
. including a detailed and comprehensive assessment of nationally 
: significant natural, historic, cultural and aesthetic values . 
. i 
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
The Committee applauds the work of the Endowment and Chair-
. person Lynne Cheney in bringing attention to the state of human-
, ities education in our nation's schools and the programs initiated 
, to improve the teaching of humanities at every level. The Commit-
. tee also is pleased to hear of the record of the new Access to Excel-
' ence program designed to help make individuals and groups that 
may not be familiar with NEH programs more aware of them. This 
.• ·program promotes the Endowment's work among rural, inner-city, 
tribal and minority communities by providing information and 
i 
I 
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grant-writing assistance to first-time. applicants on an indivi?ual ;i;, 
basis and helps address a long-standmg concern of t~e Committee ·; 
that the NEH should make more of its resources available to here- , 
tofore underserved Americans. . . . , · 
The problem posed by the deterioration ?f material~ ~n America B 
libraries and other repositories of materia~s comprismg much of 
our nation's cultural and intelle_ctual heritage and research re-
sources for humanities scholarship has been a C0!1cern for s8om; time of the Committee. It was the focus of a hearing by the . u 
committee on Postsecondary Education in 1987. The Committee 
was pleased therefore, to note the multi-year plan _presented to 
Con ress in 1988 by Chairperson Chene~ for accel~rating the ~gen­
cy's g effort to deal with the problem. 1 J;ie expansion of NEH s ef-
forts to include material culture collectwns, through the new r:r 
tional Heritage Preservation program, is also to be to commen e · 
The media program and the NEH 
The Committee wishes to _note th.e _unique role pl~yed by the Eh-
dowment's media program in prov1dmg b~oad publ~c access to t e 
humanities. Not only has the NEH provi.de~ funding. for: a lar~e 
number of video projects that have filled. sigmf!.cant voids m publ~c 
understanding and appreciation of A~erican .h.istory and cult~r~, it 
has (through a partnership with pubhc television) reached millions 
of people with its documentaries and dramas; All Endo~m~nt­
funded media projects must be offered t? public TV for .distnbd-
tion, and approximat~ly 9? percent. are aired by the Public Broa · 
casting Service, most m prime evenmg hours.. . . 
Technology has made it possible for pubhc televiswn to reach 
into 98 percent of America's homes, and it ~as proved to be a.n ally 
in extending the reach of the Endo~me!lt s programs. Tesb~ony 
before the Subcommittee on May 2 highlighted the reach provided 
by public TV. Ken Burns, an independent ~Im producer who re-
ceived an Endowment media grant for a vid~o do~umen.tary .on 
Thomas Hart Benton, noted that his film prer~11~red in conJuncbop 
with the opening of a special museum exh~b1t of Mr .. Bent~n.s 
works. The museum director noted at the time that his exh1b1t 
would have to remain open for 44 years to. reach t~ie number ?f 
people Mr. Burns' documentary would reach 111 on~ mg~t on pubhc 
television. The Committee notes this not to ques.twn (m ai~y way) 
the substantial value and unique cultural expen~nce provided by 
museum programs but rather to point up the reahty of the techno-
logical age in which we live. . . . 1 The Committee also notes that people are becommg mcreasmg ~ 
accustomed to learning through video. Ii?'deed, som~. segments o 
the population we most want to reach with humamties progr~ms 
(including the young and economically disadvantaged) :ire pa~t1cu­
larly comfortable with television. ~oreov~r, they mcreasmg~L 
watch not only in their homes but in their c_lassrooms as we · 
Video programs of high quality can become an importan_t resour~e 
for teachers struggling to interest students at all levels in our hlB-
tory and cultural heritage, and they are bound to become ~n esse~- :.· 
tial clmisroom teaching tool for decades to c?me. ~omm1ttee 'YI~ 
ness Ken Burns has recently finished an epic senes on the C~vil 
War' that will b~ aired by the Public Broadcasting System durmg 
7 
Jthe fall of 1990. It is an example of an NEH media project that 
'·~rings history to life-letting students of all ages feel the choices, 
:conflicts and emotions confronted by earlier Americans in a par-
ticularly important period in our national history. 
The Committee recognizes that while media programs deliver a 
substantial return on dollars invested because they reach such 
large numbers of people, they are nevertheless very costly to 
produce. It also realizes that there are many valuable programs 
which must be funded with limited humanities dollars. But we 
urge the Endowment, in allocating its resources, to consider the 
cost effectiveness of electronic distribution and the predisposition 
of today's students (both young and old) to learn from video. 
The Committee also strongly encourages the NEH to explore 
, ways of encouraging wide placement of its media programs in 
America's schools and libraries and the development of an effec-
tive, non-broadcast distribution system. 
Information and data collection at NEH 
.: The 1986 amendments to the National Endowment on the Arts 
. and Humanities Act directed the NEH to develop a practical 
; system of national information and data collection which would 
provide the basis for an understanding of the state of the human-
ities in America. 
The NEH has accomplished much since 1986 in the development 
of a practical system of national information and data collection. 
The Committee applauds the production of a compendium of data 
on the humanities that will be released in October, 1990, and en-
·. courages the NEH to update and disseminate future such compen-
. dia on a annual basis. Of particular interest to the Committee will 
~ be the response of the humanities community at large to the com-
pendium as well as suggestions the community may have for im-
provement and/or expansion of this potentially useful reference 
·work. 
The Committee is pleased to learn of the Endowment's initiation 
of consultation on data and information issues with members of the 
, humanities and higher education communties and encourages the 
1 agency to continue such contacts with appropriate groups. 
· The Committee encourages the Endowment to make known its 
; interest in receiving grant applications for projects to collect and 
. analyze specialized data on the humanities and for secondary anal-
'· rsis of data relevant to understanding trends in the humanities. It 
' IS assumed that such applications would be subject to the regular 
' peer review process. 
',,The State humanities councils 
:·~ Testimony from representatives of State Councils and partici-
·. pants in their programs reinforce the importance of the public-pri-
' vate partnership they exemplify so well. Their role in promoting 
: public involvement in the humanities, and research and scholar-
ship within their states was well documented to the Committee as 
one of the most successful aspects of the National Endowment's 
\overall program. Among many examples are programs described in 
the testimony of Roberta Capps, a volunteer member of the Missou-
ri Humanities Council. The programs of the Missouri Council en-
---
8 
compassed a broad range of topics and activities that focused o~ 
the history of communities and the state as well as contemporary 
issues. In the testimony of Robert Vaughn, the Committee learned 
of a Virginia state humanities program that is effectively using 
public humanities programs in combatting illiteracy in a seven-
county region with an illiteracy rate of over 50 percent. The public 
discussion drew a standing room audience for all four of its meet-
ings. 
From this and other testimony, the Committee concludes that . 
the vitality and well-being of the Councils is extremely important 
to the overall condition of the humanities in our nation. · 
The humanities infrastructure 
9 
i 'tut~ons in ot~er areas such as fundraising and the improvement of ?the1~ professional standards, as well as the IMS's overall adminis-
. : trabon of the gra~t program. As the first independent study to be 
undertaken of this important program we eagerly await the re-~~ , 
Bec~use o~ the importance of the GOS Program, the Committee 
was disappomted f:o learn from Mrs. Murray, that the agency 
budget ~llows fundmg for less than one third of museums which 
request it. 
The Committee was interested to learn, form Richard Lyman, '. 
who represented the National Humanities Alliance and the Asso- , 
ciation of American Universities, of the independent national orga-
nizations that make up to a significant extent the infrastructure 
supporting scholarship throughout the United States. NEH project-, 
support for these institutions has become increasingly important; , 
however, the Endowment's focus on innovation limits the kinds of ' 
support available. The Committee is concerned that these free , ~ 
standing institutions-especially independent research libraries- : 
are threatened because their endowments and other sources of reg- • 
ular income are inadequate to support their regular operations. . 
The NEH is encouraged to consider ways that the Endowment 
could be more helpful to these institutions that are so vital to the 
Members of ~h.e Committee, as well as witnesses, expressed con-
cern for th~ ab1hty of the agency to respond to the needs of small 
and emergmg museums. In her testimony, Mrs. Murray reported ~hat the agency shares the concern and a commitment to address-
mg the needs of these museums through a number of approaches 
Through the ~useum Assessment Programs and the newly devel~ 
oped Con~ervation As~essment .Program, IMS provides special tech-
nical assistance specifically directed to these institutions. Sixty-
seven percent of all museums that have ever applied for MAP 
grants have had operati~g. budgets less than $200,000. These two 
prog~ams are ?On-competitive and provide directio1i to assist muse-
um~ .m becoming competitive for larger grants. In the highly com-
petitive GOS Program, 127 out of 402 museums funded-25 per-
cent-had. annual operating budgets of less than $200,000. Another 
approach is ~hrough t.he Museum Assessment Program, which pro-
vides professional assistance on a non-competitive basis for an as-
~essment of strengths and needs. Since the Program was initiated 
m 1~81, 67 percent of all museums that have applied have had op-
eratmg budgets under $200,000. The Committee applauds these ef-for~ and urges the agency to continue to work to find ways to 
assist these museums. 
health of American scholarship. 
THE INSTITUTE OF MUSEUM SERVICES 
.,, ' 
Since its inception in 1976, the Institute of Museum Services 
(IMS) has awarded 8,886 grants and involved thousands of museum 
professionals in its peer review process. Testimony from witnessee· 
representing a wide range of museums in terms of type, size, and 
geographical distribution across America has reflected a unanimity 
of opinion that the IMS fulfills a vital and unique function in sup-' 
porting America's museums and that essentially no changes are' 
necessary in its enabling legislation. . 
The General Operating Support Program of the IMS was uni--
formly cited as the most important of IMS programs. Ellsworth 
Brown, President-elect of the American Association of Museums,' 
characterized the Program saying, "We believe that the General· 
Operating Support program, the foundation of the IMS, is unique'. 
in its service to the field and should be strengthened, both structlll". 
ally and financially, to assist museums in their most central and_ 
fundamental functions. As no other federal agency provides granll, 
to museums to assist in sustaining their infrastructure and ongoing 
operations, GOS grants ensure the long-term welfare of the na-
tion's cultural patrimony." :1 . 
The Committee commends the IMS, and in particular the ~ 
tional Museum Board and new Director, Mrs. Daphne Murray ror 
initiating an in-depth analysis of the GOS Program funding Fiscal 
1990 and 1991. Areas to be analyzed include the impact of gene 
operating grant funds to museums, residual benefits to these insi . 
, During he~rings, q':1estions were focused on the ability of muse-
, urns to remam accessible to the gen.er~! public-as they are today. 
• Many museums have ~ow o~ n.o adl?~ssion costs. It is estimated that 
, there are more than uOO million visits to American museums each 
year. Concern was expesssed that flat or declining public and pri-
yate support. may force museums to begin to charge admission or 
mcrease t~e1r current .admission charges and that museum visits 
would declme. The testimony of many witnesses revealed a height-
" ened a~ar7ness of museums as a powerful educational resource for 
; the nat10~ s youth and the continuing education of citizens of all 
:.; ages. Testimony :evealed, as well, a commitment throughout the 
·; mus~u~ commumty to developing this educational potential and to 
.· prov1dmg ~he bro~dest possible, public access. However, witnesses 
. were u?amm?us m expi:es~ing. th~ir opinion that Federal support 
, makes it possible for their mshtuhons to realize their commitment 
:- to these goals. 
· The C?mmittee reaffirms its belief that this small but important 
agency._ is ,necessary to the continuing growth and development of 
·- our nation s museums. 
ARTS AND ARTIFACTS INDEMNITY PROGRAM 
Since its en~c~ment in 1975, the Arts and Artifacts Indemnity 
, program, adm1mstered by the National Endowment for the Arts 
... ~~ 
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has provided indemnity coverage for more than 300 exhibits. The 
Program has assisted American museums in bringing outstanding. 
exhibitions which have contributed to the enrichment of the lives · 
of millions of museum vistors. Through the sharing of cultural 
treasures, the Program has also helped to promote international 
cooperation, understanding of other cultures, and good will. It is 
the Committee's belief that this program has met the intent of its 
enabling legislation and should continue to receive support. 
Section 39 of the bill increases the aggregate level of insurance 
available for art exhibitions under this statute at any one time 
from $1,200,000,000 to $3,000,000,000. Section 40 of the bill in-
creases the amount of insurance available for a single exhibition 
from $125,000 to $300,000. The increases are necessary to provide 
adequate coverage of loans protected by the Act. The higher limits 
are a realistic accommodation for the effects of the dramatic in-
cease in the value of art objects since the current limit was estab-
lished. Section 41 of the bill amends the statute by adding layers of 
$100,000 and $2,000,000, based on the total value of the exhibition. 
The current statutory limits are $15,000, $25,000 or $50,000, de-
pending upon the value of the exhibition. The deductible layers 
protect the U.S. Treasury from multiple claims for minor losses or 
damage. Since this program was instituted in 1975, there have been only 
three valid claims totalling $104,716 to date; therefore it is antici-
pated that these amendments will have no significant budgetary· 
impact. 
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATE 
In compliance with clause 2(1)(3)(C) of rule XI of the Rules of the 
House of Representatives, the estimate prepared by the Congres-
sional Budget Office pursuant to section 403 of the Congressional 
Budget Act of 197 4, submitted prior to the filing of this report, is 
set forth as follows: U.S. CONGRESS, 
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, 
Washington, DC, June 25, 1990. 
Hon. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS, 
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor, 
House of Representatives, Washington, DC. 
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office has pre-. 
pared the attached cost estimate for H.R. 4825, a bill to amend the ,, 
National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, 
as ordered reported by the House Committee on Education and , 
Labor on June 20, 1990. If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to ' 
provide them. 
Sincerely, ROBERT D. REISCHAUER, 
Director. 
1. Bill number: H.R. 4825. 
2. Bill title: Arts, Humanities, and Museums 
1990. 
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3. Bill status· As ordered r ted b th . Education and Labor. epor Y e House Committee on 
4. Bill purpose· This bill am d th N · Arts and the Hu~anities Act :; 1~65 e da},1onalhFoundation on the 
5. Estimated cost to the Federal G , an or ott er purposes. overnmen: 
(By fiscal year, in minions of dollars] 
Authorization level........... . 
Estimated total outlays ... :::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1991 
364 
140 
1992 
379 
310 
1993 
394 
367 
1994 
410 
397 
1995 
426 
413 
J, TBhe. costs o~ this estimate fall in Function 500 
.. as1s of estimate· H R 4825 d th N : ~· the Arts and the Hu~a~ities Amten s e ational Foundation on 
priations for.the National Found~t~n 1;65t~y le~uthorizing app:o-
and the Institute of Museum S . n e r and Humamties 
1991 is stated in the bill· such erv1ces. The amount authorized for 
tho.rized for 1992-1995. The 199~~rgi;s ~ay be necessary are au-
zat10n are the 1991 amount . .d e;timat~d levels of authori-
tion. Estimated total outlay~ncrease ~rJtroJected .an.nual infla-~mounts authorized and assumea~~~~e ~ apfprhopriat10n of the 
mg pattern. mua 10n o t e current spend-
' ni{yh~c~~l~~~s~:X~~~~ fi~~tsangef to the Ar!:8 and Artifacts Indem-
. t b th C o coverage ior agreements t d 
1!1 ° Y e ouncil are currently $1 2 b'll' · en er~ hon for a single exhibit This am d I ;on m1Jota~ and $125 mil-
limit for the aggregate ·maximu;n men t w~u raise the current li?~· incre~sing the potential liabill~o~~ th coverage to $3.0 bil-
btlhon. It Is not known if, or when Y f ~hgo$ernm.e~t by $1.8 
need to be funded. Since its enactm' a~y I t e 1.8. billion would ~~~7~t1Wiiifeh~h:~s~::1deb~ ~~aim ::a ~~ae rn° 1J8~m:n~a~~se~~~ 
ment, CBO has no basis on whic~~~sed kosts to t.he fed.eral govern-
6. Estimated cost to state and localma e a precise estimate. 
7. Esti~ate comparison: None. government: None. 
8. Pre_v10us CBO estimate: None. 
9. Esti~ate prepared by: Diane Celuch. 
10. Estimate approved by· C G N k l 
sistant Director for Budget An~lysis.uc o s for James L. Blum, As-
CoMMITIEE ESTIMATE 
With reference of the st t t . XIII of the Rules of the l~o~~e~f ~qmred by ~lause 7(a)(l) of rule 
accepts the estimate prepared by th epCresentat~ves, the Committee e ongress10nal Budget Office. 
, INFLATIONARY IMPACT STATEMENT 
· Pursuant to clause 2(1)4() of rul XI f h 
:Representatives the Co 't e . 0 t e Rules of the House of 
rRR. 4825 will have no i:.7i1 t~e estI!Ilates that the enactment of 
the operation of the nation~l10e~~~~mypaltct. onthpri.ceds and costs in 
• • IS e JU gment of the 
·' I 
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Committee that the inflationary impact of this legislation as a com-
ponent of the Federal budget is negligible. · 
OVERSIGHT FINDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE 
With reference to clause 2(l)(3XA) of rul,e XI of. the ~u~~s of the 
Hosue of Representatives, the Committee s overs.1ght. m m~s are 
set forth in the Background and Need for the Leg1slat~on section ?f 
this report. No additional oversight findings are applicable at this 
time. 
OVERSIGHT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON 
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 
In compliance with clause 2(1)(3).(D) of rule XI of t~e rules bof ~~: 
House of Represenatives, no findings or recomm~n a 10ns Y 
Committee on Government Operations were subm!tted to the Com-
mittee with reference to the subject matter specifically addressed 
in H.R. 4825. 
SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS 
Section 1 of the bill provides as a title for t~,e Act, the "Arts, Hu-
manities and Museums Amendments of 1990. " ,, . th Sectio~ 2 of the bill amends the definition of .t~e Ats ;J.965 National Foundation on the Arts and the Hum.amtie~ ct o . • 
r d t "Act" through section 31 of this sect10n-by-sect1on 
re1erre o as . . f h t dT l ts 
analysis, to recognize explicitly the m~lu~ton o t e ra i wna ar 
as racticed throughout the country withm that term. " . ,, 
Section 3 of the bill amends the definition of t~e term ~roJectd 
to underscore that programs which enhance pubhc knoi~e ge al 
understanding of the arts should be available to a peop es 
throughout the nation. . r to 
Section 4 of the bill changes the internal se~t.10n re1e~~nc~s ,, 
the Code section numbers and amends the defi~i~10~ of a project 
so that a National Endowment for the Humamb~s (NEH) preser-
vation project could use grant funds for renovatt.on an~ cons~ruc­
tion purposes. Currently, NEH may fund renovat10n an cons ruc-
tion activities only with challenge grant funds. . f h 
s t' 5 of the bill makes several changes to sect10n 5(c) ? t e ActecP~r~graph (2) is amended to recognize that excell.e~ce is em-
bodied in the artistic standards applicable to .the tra~i~ional arts. 
Paragraph (5) is amended t<? reference educat10n explicitly amo}! 
the t es of arts projects which may be supported .. New para~rap 
(8) a~d (9) a;e added: the former describing authority t? pr~>Vld.e th. 
ganizational and managerial assistance t~ arts orgamzatlf f s, the 
latter recognizing the authority of the Nat10n~l .E.ndowmen or e 
A t (NEA) to support international arts activities. Paragraph (9) 
c:nforms the NEA's basic gran~-making ~uthority to that of the 
NEH, which was amended for this pu.rpose m ~985. . i 
Section 6 of the bill revises certam reportm~ reqmreme.ntsd bf 
state arts agencies. Currently, state arts agen~ies a;e. :eqmre 
the Act to provide information annu.ally on. tl~eir activ~bes ovbr the 
recedin two years. The bill reqmres this mf<?rmation to e _re-~orted a~nually only for the most recent precedmg year for which 
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information is available. The bill changes the requirement of re-
porting this information from the preceding two years to only the 
preceding year because elsewhere, the state has already agreed to 
provide annual reports. This method was decided upon after a 
costly and intense study undertaken with the state arts agencies to 
create an annual information collection system. The change would 
also prevent the undesirable affect of receiving duplicative infor-
mation. The bill also increases the scope of the reporting require-
ment to include all projects funded by state arts agencies. This 
change also makes the requirement more compatible with existing 
state information systems. 
Section 7 of the bill amends the NEA Challenge grant program 
authority to include a new emphasis for the use of Challenge 
grants: stimulating artistic activity and awareness with respect to 
the varied cultural traditions through the nation. 
Section 8 of the bill strikes out the requirement in section 5(m) of 
the Act that a "national information and data collection" system 
be developed by NEA and inserts a requirement that such a system 
be employed. This change is being made because the system has al-
ready been developed pursuant to the requirements of the 1985 re-
authorization. The provision that a plan be submitted to Congress 
within one year of the effective date of the 1985 Act has been ac-
complished and, therefore, that provision is also being deleted. The 
provision of the last sentence which currently provides that the 
state of the arts report was to be submitted by October 1, 1988 and 
biennially thereafter. The report for 1988 was submitted and a 
second one will be submitted in accordance with the current law by 
October 1, 1990. The bill would require submission of the next 
report in 1992, and quadrennially thereafter. Generally, changes in 
the arts fields do not occur so rapidly as to warrant a full-scale 
report to the Congress and the President every two years. A four-
year interval would provide more perspective and thus permit a 
more significant report. Developments that might occur between 
reports could be brought to the attention of Congress through NEA 
planning documents, Congressional budget submissions and re-
ports, or other appropriate formats. 
Section 9 of the bill amends the current statutory language to 
provide that the National Endowment for the Humanities is being 
created. The current language states that "a" National Endowment 
is being created. 
Section 10 of the bill amends the introductory paragraph of Sec-
tion 7(c) of the Act to provide for the different means by which the 
NEH Chairperson may carry out the nine program areas set forth. 
The amendment specifically provides that "contracts, grants, loans, 
and other forms of assistance" may be used by the Chairperson. 
The understanding has always been that the Chairperson has had 
such authority, even though such references only appear in para-
graphs 2, 3 and 7 of Section 7(c) of the Act. Congress provided NEA 
with express authority to enter into contracts in 1967 when Section 
7(c) was amended to provide authority to carry out a program of 
"contracts with, or grants-in-aid to, groups or ... individuals ... " 
Because the general authority has been extended to all programs, 
reference to the particular methods, e.g., contracts, grants and 
loans, in paragraphs 2, 3 and 7 of Section 7(c) have been deleted. 
tJiilF ·--· -
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I· 14 Also, it amends Section 7(c) of the Act by adding paragraph (10), 
which pertains to fostering interchange of information in the hu-
manities, by adding to the Chairperson's authority to foster pro-
grams and projects which provide access and preservation of cer-
tain materials. Reference to "projects" allows preservation funds to 
be used for renovation and construction. 
Section 11 of the bill makes a technical correction in the term 
used to describe the Chairperson's responsibility for coordinating 
NEH's programs with other federal programs. 
Section 12 of the bill specifies that whenever a State chooses to 
establish a State agency to administer the State's humanities plan, 
that State must designate the humanities council which is in exist-
ence on the date the State agency is established as the State 
agency. The current statutory language requires that only human-
ities councils "in existence on the date of the enactment of the Arts 
and Humanities Act of 1985" are eligible to be designated the sole 
State agency. Such groups might no longer exist. 
Section 13 of the bill revises certain reporting requirements for 
state humanities agencies, even though there are no such agencies 
at this time. Currently, state humanities agencies, if any existed, 
would be required to provide certain data on an annual basis under 
section f(2)(A)(viii) (I) and (II) of the Act. This requirement in cur-
rent law relates to the level of participation by scholars and schol-
arly organizations and the extent to which programs are available 
to all people and communities in a given state. The bill changes the 
reporting requirement for the~e data from in~ormati~n for th~ pr~ 
ceding two years to the precedmg year for which the mformat10~ is 
available. With this change, information from only the precedmg 
year is necessary. Annual reporting of this type of data is more 
compatible with existing state information systems. 
Section 14 of the bill makes the same reporting changes to sec-
tion (f)(3)(J) (i) and (ii) of the Act for state humanities councils or 
committees as was provided for in Section 13 with respect to state 
humanities agencies. . 
Section 15 of the bill is amended to delete the date by wluch the 
Secretary of Labor was to proscribe standards. The d~adline ~as ·~ 
been met and the deletion does not affect the Secretary s authority · 
to proscribe standards, regulations, and procedures. · 
Section 16 of the bill corrects the name of the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities. 
Section 17 of the bill strikes out the requirement in section 7(k) 
of the Act that a "national information and data collection" system 
be developed by NEH and inserts a requirement that such a system 
be employed. This change is being made because the system has al-
ready been developed pursuant to the requirements of the 1985 
Act. The provision that a plan be submitted to Congress within one 
year of the effective date of the 1985 Act has been accomplished 
and therefore, that provision is being deleted. The foregoing are 
the 'same as being recommended for NEA in Section 8 of the bill. 
The last sentence of Section 7(k) currently provides that the state.,~J. 
of the humanities report was to be submitted by Octo'?er 1, 1988 .; 
and biennially thereafter. The report for 1988 was submitted and a ' 
second one will be submitted in accordance with the current law by 
October 1, 1990. The bill would require submission of the next· 
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report in 1~9.2, and quadrennially thereafter. Generally, changes in 
the humanities field do not occur so rapidly as to warrant a full-
scale repo_rt to the Congress and the President every two years. A 
four-year. m~erval would provide more perspective and thus permit 
a more s1gmficant report. Developments that might occur between 
reporf:s could be brought to the attention of Congress through NEH 
plannmg documents, Congressional budget submissions and re-
ports, or other appropriate formats. 
Section 18 of the bill repeals subsection 7(1) of the Act which re-
quired that a plan be submitted by NEH to the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission by January 31, 1986. Such a report was 
presented t<;> EEOC l;>Y the date indicated, fulfilling the require-
ments of this subsect10n. NEH continues to be in compliance with 
EEOC requirements which no longer include submission of goals 
and timetables for agencies with less than 500 employees. 
In place of the foregoing provision which has been deleted a new 
provi~ion has been ins~rted that a "group" applicant mu;t meet 
c~rta1~ ~tatutory t~s~ i~ order to qualify as a non-profit organiza-
tion .. 1 hi~ new provis10n ~s the same. as the one found in Section 5(f) 
and is bemg add~d to be m conformity with NEA's provision. 
A new subsection (m) has been added to Section 7 of the Act to 
provide express authority to the Chairperson with the advice of the 
National Council on the Humanities, to make an annual $10,000 
award to the Jefferson Lecturer and up to five $5,000 awards to 
persons selected to be recipients of the Charles Frankel Prize. 
These awards have been given in the past by NEH with the knowl-
edge and implicit approval of Congress. The NEA has the National 
Medal .of Arts award program which was established in 1983. 
Sect10~ 19 of the bill repeals subsection 9(d) of the Act. Section 
9(d) reqmred the Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities 
to undertake a study pertaining to museums and the Institute of 
Museum ~ervices. A report based on this study was presented to 
Congress m February 1988, thereby fulfilling the requirement of 
this subsection. 
Section 20 of the bill amends the statutory reference to reflect 
the renumbering by Congress of former section 529 as new section 
?324. The bill further a~ends the unnumbered paragraph follow-
mg paragraph (8) of Sect10n lO(a) of the Act by making it new para-
graph (b). The bill further amends said unnumbered paragraph, as 
paragraphs (c) and (d), at the places where mention is made of the s~lection of panels of experts and their duties. These new subsec-
tions were created becau~e they did not. relate to the preceding 
par?-graph (8) and dealt wi.th separate subJect matters. By virtue of 
addmg these new subse~t10ns, the subsequent subsections (b), (c), 
and (d) have been redesignated as (e), (f) and (g). Two subsections 
have been deleted. Subsection (e) required a joint study of arts and 
humanities education to be conducted by the two Endowments and 
the Secretary of Education. The study was completed and the 
r~port made to the va:ious committees of Congress by the date in-
d1ca.ted, thereb)'. fulfilling the requirements of this subsection. Sub-
section (d). ~eqmred the two Endow~ents to submit reports to Con-
gress detailing the procedures used m selecting experts for appoint-
ment to panels and the procedures used by the panels in making 
recommendations for funding applications. Both studies were com-
-·--- ...... 
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thereby fulfilling the require-;, 
pleted and submitte<;i to Congress, . 
_ments of this subsectio.nll. ides for a five year authorization of_ 
Section 21 of the bi P:0 ': r NEA for fiscal years 1991 . 
fi •t m appropriations ior ' 1991 and de m1 e progra . $l2r: 800 000 for fiscal year ' through 1995. It a~thor17,es ary f~r th~ remaining fiscal ye.ars.. f 
such sums as may e ~ecess "d s for a five year authorization o 
Section 22 of the bill P:0 ':1 e r NEH for fiscal years 1991 
· m appropriations ior ' 1991 nd defimte progra . $1l9 900 000 for fiscal year · ' a through 1995. It authorizes 'r th~ remaining fiscal years. . 
such s1;1ms ; 3s n[8Ji~bUic:t~~~7s ~~ction ll(a)(l)(C) of thel Act w1~~~ Section . o . . riation of funds for fisca yea~ . · 
provided for a one-ti'!1e approd th uthorization of appropriations 
Section 24 of the bill ex}ien s e a It authorizes $13,000,000 for 
for NEA's Treasury for ive years. ay be necessary for the re-
fiscal year 1991, and such sums as m 
m~~~ti~:~~r~r the bill extends fithe author~~a!~thi:i:!P$~rJ~~:iog 
for NEH's Treasury funds ~hor ive yea:~y be necessary for the re-
for fiscal year 1991, and sue sums as " 
maining fiscal yeharsi,·11 tends the authorization of appropriationals ~ 
Section 26 of t e 1 ex C r five years through fisc ' 
for NEA's Challehge. Gra$lt5 ~~ig0g;1fo~ fiscal year '1991, and such. ~ year 1995. It aut onzes ' h~ remaining fiscal years. . 
sums ~s may be n;c~·~fry ~~~ds NEH's authorization of approp9r915· . 
Section 27 of t e l ex five ears through fiscal year 1 . :· 
tions for Challenge grantsf fofir 1 y r 1991 and such sums as may 
It authorizes $15,150,000 or isca ye1a , · · fisca years be necessary for theb:~ma~nud~ the require.ment if at the end of thbee 
Section 28 of the 1 ex en Ch lien e Grant funds cannot 
ninth month of any fiscal yea\ th t ~ndowment shall transfer: 
used by one of the Endowme~1~dow~1ent This provision has been : 
the unused ~unds to the hoth~~ Challenge. program was first es~b-. 
in the law smce 1976 w en e l never been used. At them· 
lished for the two Endowments but 1:s have been the concern that: 
ception of this new pr?gram, thb~e abl/to meet the 3 to 1 matching'. 
Chal!enge grante~s migh:dnr~~ult in some of the appropriated funds 
reqmrements wluch wou l I-Iowever such a concern has, 
. d d · g the fisca year. • · · 11• not bemg use unn C deletion of the transfer prov1s1ons, . 
not been borne out. There. ore, f th two Endowments and the ~ 
consistent with the experience o e ro rams .. ; despee~~~~c~9t~g~ea~~1r~~~e~~so~~:r a~th~rtihzat~o!1 gof $a2plp~o8~8~ior: 
. f d ~ NEA by au onzm ' ' . for administrative un s hor may be necessary for the " 
fiscal year 1991, and sue sums as : . .1. 
maining fiscal years. . d th thorization of appropriatioDI 
S t . 30 of the bill exten s e au $14 291 000 fl ec ioi:i . . f d for NEH by authorizing • , • 
for admm1strative un s may be necessary for the , , 
fiscal year l!l91, and suer sum~ .a~s the $35 000 cap on the use 
maining fiscal y~ars. It a so r~~~1~t~tion expe;1ses only to appro 
funds for reception and red b NEI-I from other sources, such 
ated funds. Funds reserve b ub'ect to the $35,000 limitati 
gifts and bequest~ would no\s ~h~t ~e propose to make .statu 
Rising costs relatmg to even 
.-: •. J 
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such as the Jefferson Lecture and the Frankel Prize make this 
: change advisable. 
: . Section 31 of the bill extends the authorization of appropriations 
.. for the two Endowments for five years and authorizes $175,000,000 
for the National Endowment for the Arts and $165,000,000 for the 
National Endowment for the Humanities for fiscal year 1991, and 
such sums as may be necessary for the remaining fiscal years. 
Section 32 of the bill adds "conservation" to the types of re-
sources that are to be represented by the membership of the Na-
tional Museum Services Board. This addition emphasizes the im-
portance of conservation concerns to IMS programs, the museum 
community and the general public. 
Section 33 of the bill changes the annual mimimum number of 
meetings required for the National Museum Services Board from 
four to three. It conforms the authorizing legislation to actual prac-
tice, as approved annually by the Congress in appropriations acts. 
. Section 34 of the bill removes the restriction on the salary level 
· of the IMS Director from the enabling legislation. The Director's 
·. compensation level is to be provided for in Chapter 53 of the U.S. 
: Code by the amendment contained in section 32 of the bill. 
. '. Section 35 of the bill corrects a drafting error in current law, 
, which refers to the "Chairperson" rather than the "Director." 
:, Section 36 of the bill changes the reference to "artifacts and art 
\ ' objects" to "collections" to symbolize the importance of conserving 
· all types of materials in the collections of the various types of mu-
' seums supported by IMS. Museums eligible for IMS programs in-
', elude, for example, zoos and botanical gardens, historic houses, and 
· .. , science and technology centers as well as art and other types of 
' museums. 
Section 37 of the bill eliminates two restrictions on the funding 
~ 1 of projects to strengthen museum services. First, it removes the 
•1 provisions limiting funding to professional museum organizations. f 1 This change would allow IMS to fund other types or organizations 
, which propose worthwhile projects. 
, Second, it removes the one-year limit on these projects. The limit 
~: prevents extending the availability of funding in cases where a 
:.· project is delayed by unexpected circumstances and prevents high 
quality, beneficial projects from being funded if they cannot be 
' completed in one year. The following provision is renumbered to re-
flect the deletion. 
. Section 38 of the bill extends, for five years, the authorization of 
: appropriations for all IMS programs, as well as the authorization 
'of appropriations to match contribution to IMS. The bill authorizes 
$24,000,000 for fiscal year 1991, and such sums as may be neces-
··· sarty for the remaining fiscal years. 
Section 39 of the bill amends section G(b) of the Arts and Arti-
; facts Indemnity Act, referred to as "Act" through section 41 of this 
. lection-by-section analysis, by increasing the aggregate level of in-
aurance available for international exhibitions under the Act at 
any one time to $3,000,000,000. The current statutory limit is 
$1,200,000,000. This increase is necessary to meet the demand for 
coverage under the Act and to make the beneifts of the Act more 
widely available. The increase is justified by the continuing escala-
tion in art market values since the current limit was established. 
I 
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The availability of this insurance is key to staging international ex·} 
hibitions. Since this program was instituted in 1975, there have 
been only three valid claims totalling $104,760. Based on experi·; 
ence under this Act to date, it is anticipated that this amendment : 
will have no significant budgetary impact. ' · 
Section 40 of this bill amends 5(c) of the Act by increasing the 
amount of insurance available for a single exhibition to 
$300,000,000. The current statutory limit is $125,000,000. This in-
crease is necessary to provide adequate coverage of international 
loans protected by the Act. The higher limit is realistic accommo-
dation for the effects of the dramatic increase in the value of art 
objects since the current limit was established. Availability of this . 
insurance is key to staging international exhibitions. Since this 0 
program was instituted in 1975 only three certified claims totalling · 
$104,760 have been presented. Based on experience it is anticipated 
that this amendment will have no significant budgetary impact .. ''• 
Section 41 of the bill amends section 5(d) of the Act by amending· 
the deductible amounts under indemnity agreements by adding. 
layers of $100,000 and $200,000 based on the total value of the exhir. 
bition. The current statutory limits are $15,000, $25,000 or $50,000,' 
depending upon the value of the exhibition. The sliding scale for-
mula used to determine the current limits should be applied to the. 
increase in the per exhibition ceiling. The deductible layers protect'. 
the U.S. Treasury from multiple claims for minor losses or damage. 
This amendment would actually limit the budgetary impacts of, 
claims against the Federal government by increasing the exposure: 
of the exhibition organizer who would be responsible for arranging 
for additional insurance to cover the deductible amount. •t 
Section 42 of the bill repeals Title IV of the Arts, Humanitiei 
and Museums Amendments of 1985 which directed the Comptroll · 
General to conduct a study to determine the feasibility of establish-
ing a revolving fund comprised of payments made to the Federal 
government for right to use artistic and other works in the publlc 
domain with the funds to be used to supplement funding of the 
agencies under this Act. Work on the project was terminated ·· 
the Comptroller General's office consulted with members of Co 
gress and determined that the study should not be pursued. · 
Section 43 of the bill amends 5 U.S.C. 5315 to add the Director 
the Institute of Museum Services to level IV of the ExecuU 
Schedule for compensation purposes. Section 34 of the bill rem 
the level V provision which was included in the enabling le · 
tion. The Director's compensation level was set at level V when 
agency's budget was $3 million and the Director reported to the .. 
rector of Health, Education, and Welfare. The budget and degree 
responsibility have increased substantially in the last fou · 
years. The budget is now $23 million and the Director reporta, 
the President. The level IV more appropriately reflects the · 
tor's responsibilities and role as advocate for the Nation's m 
urns. 
Section 44 of the bill makes these amendments effective on 
date of enactment. 
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·:' CHAN:GES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, AS REl'ORTED 
.· In compliance with clause 3 f l XIII 
House of Representatives change~ i~ue e. t' J°f the Rules of the 
.• , as reported, are shown as' follows ( . :ii:1s mg aw made by the bill 
. ted is enclosed in black brackets ex1stmg law ~ropo~ed to be omit-
' existing law in which no change' .new mattder. is prmte? in italic, 
IS propose 1s shown in roman): 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON THE ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES AcT OF 
1965 
• • • • 
DEFINITIONS 
·,. 1 SEc. 3. As used in this Act-·~ (a) • • • 
• • 
;.11 (b) The term "the arts" includes b t . r . 
.strumental and vocal) dance d ' u is not 1m1ted to, music (in-
•Chitecture and allied field' ra~at'.- folk art, creative writing, ar-
•graphic and craft arts ind~st~i::i1 mg? sculpture, photography, 
;design, motion pictures, 'television ra~~s11n, costdume and fashion 
•the arts related to th ! 10• ape an sound recording ,e~ibition of such ma·~rp~~~entat10n, performancf'.. _execution, and lic~d by the diverse pe~ples o/~{f!lS, alll those traditional arts prac-
:cat10n of the arts to human envi~~~:~? and the study and appli-
• • • • • 
; (d) The term "project" means e . t' • • 
;the purposes of this Act and xis mg programs which further IU~h purposes, including' progr~~~r~~s ~ew_!{ org.anized ~o !urther 
tiVIty, to commission works of os er mencan .a_rbstic crea-
tiduals to develop artistic taleartst, tohcreate ?Pportmut1es for indi-
nrna.. th . . n w en earned on as t f 
r•v".am o erw1se mcluded in this defi •t· d a par o a 
enhance the widest bl' k Ill wn, an to develop and l!fs, and includes wlie~e ~ :.~o~!e~ge and understanding of the 
ties, purchase or ;ental of l~~d ~n~ ~· re!1~at!' or purcl.mse of facili-
ll!rm also included- ' acquisi Ion of equipment. Such 
... (1). the renovation of facilities if (A) the t f h 
. pend1ture of Federal funds for I ~moun o t e ex-
.· ~oject does not exceed $250 000U~: r;rroseth? ~he ?Se of any .~ cilr~~ft~~e [t~~~~~~i~sou~~i~~n the Arts :~-th~r Nsa~io~~l ~~~~ 
and ~oting) approved df the g~a c~se mayt be ("Yho a~e present 
pend1ture for such purpose; and n or con ract mvolvmg an ex-
' (2) for purposes of sections 5(1) {1')(10) d 
, struction of facilities if (A) su h' c t a'? 7~h) only, the con-
. ~ tion purposes or under unus~ l C?ns ruct10n is for demonstra-
:: ~o. other manner in which to a~c~~cu.mstances .w~ere there is 
·. IBtic puq~ose, and (B) two-thirds of hhsh an artistic or hu~an­
·'· al Council on the Arts and the N t t~ mlmCbers ?f the Nat10n-
' .: manities, as the case m b a !Ona ounc1l on the Hu-
prove of the grant or ~~nt~~~~~o mt yresent and v~ting) ap-
. such purpose. mvo vmg an expenditure for 
• • • • • • 
-1 ' 
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ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS , 
SEC. 5. (a) • • • 
:!· ..... ~ •. 
r; !,~ .· 
·JI-( 
• • • • • • • 
(c) The Chairperson, with the advice of the National Council ~~ '' 
the Arts, is authorized to establish and carry out a program of con~ 
tracts with, or grants-in-aid or loans to, groups, or, in appropriate 
cases, individuals of exceptional talent engaged in or concerned 
with the arts, for the purpose of enabling them to provide or sup-
port-
(1) projects and productions which have substantial artistic:, 
and cultural significance, giving emphasis to American creativ·'. 
ity and cultural diversity and the maintenance and encourage-) 
ment of professional excellence; ;. 
(2) projects and productions, meeting professional standards :, 
of authenticity or tradition, irrespective of origin, which are of :. 
significant merit and which, without such assistance, would > · 
otherwise be unavilable to our citizens for geographic or eco, '< 
nomic reasons ,~:, 
• • • • • 1~.< 
(5) projects and productions that will encourage publlt' 
knowledge, education, understanding, and appreciation of . • 
arts; j ···~~, 
• • • • 
(7) programs for the arts at the local level; [and] . 
(8} projects which enhance managerial and organizational 
skills and capabilities; · ., 
(9) international projects and productions in the arts; and 
[(8)] (10) other relevant projects, including surveys, 
search, planning, publications relating to the purposes of. 
subsection. In the case of publications under [clause (8)] 
graph (10) of this subsection such publications may be suppo' 
ed without regard for the provisions of section 501 of title 
United States Code, only if the Chairperson consults with 
Joint Committee on Printing of the Congress and the Chai . 
son submits to the Committee on Labor and Human Resourcel 
of the Senate and the Committee on Education and Labor 
the House of Representatives a report justifying any exempti 
from such section 501. Any loans made by the Chairpe 
under this subsection shall be made in accordance with te 
and conditions approved by the Secretary of the Treasury.' 
selecting individuals and groups of exceptional talent as reel 
ents of financial assistance to be provided under this su 
tion, the Chairperson shall give particular regard to artists'. 
artistic groups that have traditionally been underrepresen 
~.t 
• • * • • ·r ,. , 
(g)(l) The Chairperson, with the advice of the National ~ '· 
on the Arts, is authorized to establish and carry out a prograrii'~ 
grantis-in-aid to assit the several States in supporting e · .. 
projects and productions which meet the standards enumerated 
section fi(c) of this Act, and in developing projects and produ · 
in the arts in such a manner as will furnish adequate pr 
.... -------------......... __ ..,,"1111'11i1'M111"1111n•••••111sliil·· .•• r11m.a··1s111nas•t•iiiill?lifi'iiiii 
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\ facilities, and services in the a ts to II h . 
.· in each of the several States. r a t e people and communities 
(2) In order to receive assista d . 
fiscal year, a State shall subm. nee un ~r t.h1s subsection in any 
such time as shall be specified I~ an apphc~tion for such grants at 
such applications with a plan whk~~h CChah1rperson and accompany (A) • • • e airperson finds-
• • • 
(E) contains- * * • 
prf ~l~~s d25;;!~~ibn c:fr t!ie level. of participation during the 
organizations in p:ojec:~~r~~~ or~anir,ations~ and arts 
Cial assistance is provided und ~h l!C lObS or which finan-((ii) a description of th er is su se_ction; pro~uctions receiving fina~ci~Y~~t. t~ which drojec~s and 
section are available to all p l sis dnce un e_r. th1~ sub-
State; and] eop e an communities m the 
(i) a description of the level f t · . . 
most recents preceding year for o hl?h ~cpation_ dur:ing the 
able by arhsts artists' or . wt'ic in,ormatwn lS avai[, 
tio1is .in proJ_ect~ and produ~u~::Saf~~~h c;ihd"'.arts <_irgani~a­
anc:'! is provided under this subsection. zc , inancial asszst-
(zi) for the most recent pr d · ' r. . 
tion is available a d . etc:e zngfyehar ,or which informa-
d . ' escrzp zon o t e extent p . t d pro uctwns receiving financial . ro1ec s an 
arts agency are available to all assurancde from the_ !Jta!e 
the State; and peop e an communities zn 
'i • * * • • 
f (1)(1) The Chairperson of th N t · * • 
.·with the advice of the Nation:! a ion.al Endowment .for the Arts, 
'.in accordance with the provisio~~UI}c~~?n th~ Ar~s, is authorized, 
'and carry out a program of c 0 IS .su sect10n, to establish 
public agencies and riv t ontracts with, or grants-in-aid to 
.. _.State, or local level, ~or ~h~ ~~~PP~~~t rfanizathtion.s on a ~ational: 
.·•. (A) • • • o s reng enmg quality by-
• • • • (E) stimulating greater coo e t' • 
tions and institutions especi~llra don. amdng cultural organiza-
communities in which h Y . es~gne to serve better the 
cated; [and] sue orgamzations or institutions are lo-
(F) fostering greater cit' · 1 cultural development of a c Iozmenms u1n_vto [ve]n_ientd in planning the 
(iG i t" l . m y . an / s zmu atzng artistic activity d ' 
keeping with the varied cultural tr:diti:~a;f~h8/s 'J$~ff:~.are lll 
-'v· • • • 
.. . .. 
· (m) The Chairperson of the Nat' 1 E • 
aJ;iall, in consultation with State an1J'la l ndowr:ient for the Arts 
DIZations, and relevant Federal . oca agencies, relevant orga-tl~l system of national infonna~~~n~~d·d~~eve\jP1t. employ a prac-
art1sts and arts groups and th . . a co ec 1011 on the arts 
elude artistic and fin.~ncial tr:~d au~ie~les. Su.ch syste!11 .shall in~ 
s m ie various artistic fields, 
i 
'j' t 
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trends in audience participation, and trends in arts education on 
national, regional, and State levels. Such system shall also include 
information regarding the availability of the arts to various audi-
ence segments, including rural communities. [Not later than one 
year after the date of the enactment of the Arts, Humanities, and 
Museums Amendments of 1985, the Chairperson shall submit to 
the Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Represent-
atives and the Committee on Labor and Human Resources of the 
Senate a plan for the development and implementation of such 
system, including a recommendation regarding the need for any ad-
ditional funds to be appropriated to develop and implement such 
system.] Such system shall be used, along with a summary of the 
data submitted with State plans under subsection (g), to prepare a 
periodic report on the state of the arts in the Nation. The state of 
the arts report shall include a description of the availability of the 
Endowment's programs to emerging, rural, and culturally di~~rse, 
artists, arts organizations, and communities and of the part1c1pa· ' 
tion by such artists, organizations, and communities in such pro-
grams. The state of the arts report shall be submitted to the Presi· 
dent and the Congrmm, ancl provided to the States, [not later than 
October I, 1!!88, nnd hienninlly t.hcrcnl'tcr] not later than October 
1, 199:2, and quadrennially thereaf1er. 
* * * * * 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES. 
SEc. 7. (a) There is established within the Foundation 
National Endowment for the Humanities. 
* * * * * * • 
(c) The Chairperson, with the advice of the National Council. on·~ 
the Humanities (hereinafter established), is authorized to enter into 
arrangements, including contracts, grants, loans, and other forms of 
assistance, to- I 
(1) develop and encourage the pursuit or a .national policr .for. 
the promotion of progress and scholarship m the humamt1es; 
(2) initiate and support research and programs to strengthen 
the research and teaching potential of the United States in the 
humanities by making arrangements [(including contracts,· 
grants, loans, and other forms of assistance)] with individuala 
or groups to support such activities; any l~ans made by the~· 
dowment shall be made in accordance with terms and condi· .. -
tions approved by the Secretary of the T~eas~ry~ . . . ·' 
(3) [award fellowships and grants to mstitut10ns or mdlVlcf.: 
uals for training and workshops in the humanities.] initiatf 
and support training and workshops in the humanities 
making arrangements with institutions or individuals. Fell 
ships awarded to individuals under this authority may be Ci 
the purpose of study or research at appropriate non-profit ' 
stitutions selected by the recipient of such aid, for stated 
ods of time· rt 
' 'l 
* * * * * 
.... -.... -......... •= =a I tr& S' 7 mr S't""' 
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(7) foster, C.thro.ugh grants or other arrangements] with ~roups, educat10n. 1!1• and public understanding and apprecia-
t10n of the humanities· 
.. (8) support the publication of scholarly works in the human-ities; [and] 
(9) insure t~i;it the benefit of its programs will also be avail-
able t? our citizens where such programs would otherwise be 
unavailable due to geographic or economic reasons[.]; and 
(10) foster p~ogra.ms and projects that provide access to and 
preserve ma.terials important to research, education, and public 
understanding of the humanities. 
• • • • • • • 
h (d) Th~ Chairperson shall [correlate] coordinate the programs of 
t e Ni;it10na~ ~ndowment for the Humanities, insofar as practica-
ble, ~1th ex1stn~g Federal programs, designated State humanities ag~nc1es and with those undertaken by other public agencies or p~1vate groups, and shall develop the programs of the Endowment 
w1t!1 due regard to the contribution to the objectives of this Act 
which can be made by other Federal agencies under existing pro-grams. 
• • • * (f)(l) • * * 
t; · (2X~) Whenever a State desires to designate or to provide for the .~1esta~hshment of a State agency as the sole agency for the adminis-
,1tratio!1 ?f th~ State plan, such State shall designate the humanities 
1 i coun_c~l m existence on the date of the enactment [of the Arts Hu-rnamt~es, and Museums Amendments of 1985,] the State ager;cy is 
•· established, as the State agency, and shall match from State funds 
a s~m equal t~ 50 per centum of that portion of Federal financial ass~stan~e received by such State under this subsection which is de-
scnbed m the first senr:tence of paragraph (4) relating to the mini-
mum ~tate g.rant, or 2u per centum of the total amount of Federal fin~ncial a~s1stance received by such State under this subsection 
:; wh~chever 1s greater, for the fiscal year involved. In any State i~ ·~which the State sele?ts the option described in this subparagraph 
. ' the ~tat~ shall submit, before the beginning of each fiscal year a~ 
1; aphJ?hcabon for. grants and accompany such application with a plan 
,,i w ich the Chairperson finds-
1. (i) * * * 
* 
* * (viii) contains-
(!) a. description of the level of participation during the ~prev10u~ tw.o yea~s] most recent preceding year for which mf?rma~ion is available ~y. scholars 3:nd scholarly organi-za~10ns m i;>rograms rece1vmg financial assistance under 
this subsection; 
. (11)/or th.e most recent preceding year for which informa-
tion is availal~le: a description of the extent to which the 
programs rece1vmg financial assistance under this subsec-
i ; 
'' 
:\!· \ I• 
• 
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tion are available to all people and 
State; and 
• * * • • • 
(3) Whenever a State selects to receive Federal financial assist- · .• 
ance under this subsection for any fiscal yea; under par~graph 
(2)(B), any appropriate entity desiring to. receive such ass!stance 
shall submit an application for such assistance at s~ch. time as 
shall be specified by the Cha.irperson. E~ch such application shall 
be accompanied by a plan which the Chairperson finds-
(A) * • • 
• • • • • • ;.~: 
(J) contains- . . . . . ~· 
(i) a description of the level of participation durmg ~he 
[previous two years] most recent preceding year for whic~ 
information is available ~y. scholars ~nd sch.olarly orgaru· 
zations in programs receivmg financial assistance under . 
this subsection; . · 
(ii) for the most recent l?"e~edinlJ year for which informa-
tion is available a descnphon of the extent to which the 
programs receiving financial assistance under ~~is s_ubsec-
tion are available to all people and commumties m the · 
State; and 
* * * * * 
(g) It shall be a condition of the receipt of any grant ~nder t~ 
section that the group, individual, or State agency or entity rece1v·. 
ing such grant furnish adequate assurances to the Secretary. of 
Labor that (1) all prnfessional performer~ and related or ~upport~ng 
professional personnel eml?loyed on project:;; or p:oduct.10ns wh17h 
are financed in whole or m part under this section will be paid, 
without subsequent deduction or rebate on any account, not less 
that the minimum compensation as determined ?Y the Secretary of.· 
Labor to be the prevailing minimum compensat10n for l?ersons em-
ployed in similar activities; and (2) no I?art of any proJe~t or ~ro­
duction which is financed in whole or m pa:t under. t~is sect~on 
will be performed or engaged in under workmg conditions which ; 
are unsanitary or hazardous or dangerous to the healt~ and safe~t 
of the employees engaged in such project or produc~10n. 9ompli-
ance with the safety and sanitary laws of the state m "!'h1ch ~· 
performance or part thereof is to take place shall be pnma fa71t 
evidence of compliance. The Secretary of Labor shall prescnbe 
standards, regulations, and procedures necessary to carry out this 
subsection [not later than 180 days after the date of the enact.o 
ment of the Arts, Humanities, and Museums Amendments .. 
1985.] 
(h)(l) * * * . 
(2J(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B) ?f this pa.ragrag 
the total amount of any payment made under this subsection for 
program or project may not exceed 50 per centum of the cost 
such program or project. . . . 
(B) The Chairperson, with the advice ?f the Council,_ may. Wat 
all or part of the requirement of matching funds provided m su 
paragraph (A) of this paragraph, but only for the purposes d. 
25 
. sc:ribed in c~au~e (F) of paragraph (1), whenever he determines that 
, highly mentonous proposals for grants and contracts under such 
·· clause, could not otherwise be supported from non-Federal sources 
··· or from Federal sources other than funds authorized by section 
ll(a)(3), unless such matching requirement is waived. Such waiver 
may not exceed 15 per centum of the amount appropriated in any 
fiscal y~a_r and available to the National Endowment [on] for the 
Humamties for the purpose of this subsection. 
• 
• • • • • 
.. Ck) The c~airperson of the National Endowment for the Human-
ities shall, i~ co.nsultation with State and local agencies, other rele-
·. Vant orgamza~1ons, and releva!lt Federal agencies, [develop] 
, employ a practical system of nat10nal information and data collec-
.: tion on _the h1;1manities, scholars, educational and cultural groups, 
:c 8!1d their a~diences. Such system shall include cultural and finan-
;i C!a.l tr~nds m the vari~us huma~i~ies fields, .trends in audience par-
. ticipat10n, and trends m humamties education on national, region-
'.· al, and State levels. [Not later than one year after the date of the 
enactment of .the Arts, Humanities, and Museums Amendments of 
1985, the Chairperson shall submit to the Committee on Education 
and Labor of the House of Representatives and the Committee on 
Labor ahd. Human Res~.mrces of the Senate a plan for the develop-
·. ~ent and 11!1plementat10n of such system, including a recommenda-~ bon regardmg th~ need for any additional funds to be appropriated 
',to develop an~ implement such system.] Such system shall be 
·. uded, along ".Vith a summary of the data submitted with plans ~~de~ subscct10.11 (I), to prepare a report on the state of the human-
' !ties m .the Nat10n. The state of the humanities report shall include 
" a desc.nption of the avail~bility of the Endowment's programs to 
· emer~mg. and culturally diverse scholars, cultural and educational 
· orgamzat10ns, ~nd. communities and of the participation of such 
': sch?lars, orgamzat10n~ •. an? communities in such scholars, organi-
. zatio~s, and commumties m such programs. The state of the hu-
:;mant1es report shall be submitted to the President and the Con-
;gress, and pr~vided the State~, not later than [October l, 1988] 
October 1, 1992, and quadrennially thereafter, and biennially there-
. after. 
''•.OJ Not later than January 31, 1986, the Chairperson of the Na-
tional Endowment for ~he Huma!1it.ies shall transmit to the Equal ~p!oyment Opportumty C~mm1ss10n each plan and each report .~uired under any regulat10n or management directive that is ~ued by the Commission and is in effect on such date of enact-~ent.] ~ny gr:oup sha~l be eligible for financial <ISsistance pursu-
.ont t~ thzs sectwr~ only 1.f (1) no part of its net earnings inures to the ~~f~t of any private stockholder or stockholders, or individual or ,indi~iduals, an<i; (2). donations to such groups are allowable as a ~ritable contribution under the standards of subsectin (c) of see-
n 170 of title 26. 
< (m) The Chairperson, with the advice of the National Council on 
lhe Humanities, is authorized to make the following annual 
.OU!ards: ':-~·· 
. ·,; 
... 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
l.i 
I 
~·. 
i 
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n Lecture in the Humanities aw_ared ~o ~~ 
(1) T~e Jd({~~~ished intellectual achievement in the · h~~. 
perso.7. orThe annual award shall not exceed $10,000, h h 'l 
mani ies. harles Frankel Prize to honor persons w o ~ve m~~e ~~~s~nding contribut~oris to the public~~e~~~d~r;:;a;::;~':!J 
of the humanities. Up to fwe persod $Sa6oo 
each year. Each award shall not excee , . 
• • • • 
• 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FEDERAL COUNCii'.. ON THE ARTS AND THE 
HUMANITIES 
SEC. 9. (a) 
. . . . . ·. . . 
h C ncil shall conduct a study to determme-. ,, ·.· 
[(d) lnr tl~unalure and level of Federal support provided to mu- ; 
seu[{2); the areas in which such su~port overla~s or is in~; 
. 1 1 · of emergmg museums, · · eqC~~)\6:\~~a~~ ~f 1tt1~al:stitute of Museum Services in carry~ , 
ing out its stated purpose; and · d rvation ' 
[(4) the i~pact an~ datu{~~~~~~hl:vAt~f"a~~ of~::eFede~al . 
r:~r:~J t~~:n:r~::;~ which such programs overlap or are m7 
adequate.] '· 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS , 
SEc. 10. (a) In. addition to an:f au;~i~i~i;~;:~~t~~!f~~;Jw~~:~ 
provisions of this Act, d~e. Chairpe f the National Endowment for 
for the arts. ~nd ~he ai_rpger~~~ ~heir respective functions, ehaµ 
the Humamttes, in carrym , 
each have authority-
(1) ••• 
• • • • • 
• • I u er payments without. ((i) to make advance, progres~, ar~c . o l evised Sta 
regard to the provisions of section 3648 of the R .< . 
<3 ~7yt~·~~n~5;[~cf!~!~e in the Distri~t of Columbia; and ·;A\ 
(8) to make other necessary expend1ttuhres. ty i's dona 
. h" h money or o er proper (b} In any case m. w ic ~}? Foundaiton (Al without designati 
bequheaEthedd, or d1etv~~~dt~~ be~efit of which such property. isbeinte 
of t e n owme 1 1' · t' th than it 
ed and (BJ without condition or restn~ ion o ~r I all be dee 
fo; the purposds of tt~e 1ou~~::l~d.' s~rc d!i~~dr i~ se~ual shares 
to have been ona ed, eh ChairiJerson of an Endowment 8 . 
each Endowment an eac I se in which ~ 
have authority to receive .sudh P~~~er~~qu~arh1%d c~r devised to F1i~,~aa~fo~t~i~hPh~0~~~jtt:~~ ;~;e~~~~;l~<l· ~~c3~~r~e1d\~ t~:i" 
deemed to h~~= fue:~~io~ni~ is to carry out the purp?~e or pu dow~ent wh f 'd t by the terms of such cond1tton or described or re erre o 
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·;·tion, and each Chairperson of an Endowment shall have authority 
'to receive such property. For the purposes of the preceding sen-
;'. tence, if one or more of the proposed of such a condition or restric-
' tion is covered by the functions of both Endowments, or if some of 
the purposes of such a condition or restriction are covered by the 
functions of one Endowment and other of the purposes of such a 
condition or restriction are covered by the functions of the other 
Endowment, the Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities 
shall determine an equitable manner for distribution between each 
of the Endowments of the property so donated, bequeathed, or de-
•· vised. For the purpose of the income tax, gift tax, and estate tax 
· laws of the United States, any money or other property donated, 
... bequeathed, or devised to the Foundation or one of its Endowments 
+ and received by the Chairperson of an Endowment pursuant to au-
~;· thority derived under this subsection shall be deemed to have been 
F donated, bequeathed, or devised to or for the use of the United 
··; States. 
< (c) In selecting panels of experts under [cause (4)] subsection 
·~ (aX4) to review and make recommendations with respect to the ap-
'· proval of applications for financial assistance under this Act, each 
~. Chairperson shall appoint individuals who have exhibited expertise 
~· and leadership in the field under review, who broadly represent di-
'.• verse characteristics in terms of aesthetic or humanistic perspec-
tive, and geographical factors, and who broadly represent cultural 
diversity. Each Chairperson shall assure that the membership of 
panels changes substantially from year to year, and that no more 
than 20 per centum of the annual appointments shall be for service 
"> beyond the limit of three consecutive years on a subpanel. In 
'making appointments, each Chairperson shall give due regard to 
·the need for experienced as well as new members on each panel. 
(d) Panels of experts appointed to review or make recommenda-
·. tions with respect to the approval of applications or projects for 
· .funding by the National Endowment for the Arts shall, when re-
, .viewing such applications and projects, recommend for funding 
: .. only applications and projects that in the context in which they are 
'.presented, in the expert's view, foster excellence, are reflective of 
;exceptional talent, and have significant literary, scholarly, cultur-
.al, or artistic merit. Whenever there is pending an application sub-
;~mitted by an individual for financial assistance under section 5(c), 
such individual may not serve as a member of any subpanel (or 
~panel where a subpanel does not exist) before which such applica-
tion is pending. The prohibition described in the previous sentence 
shall commence on the date the application is submitted and con-
.tinue for so long as the application is pending. 
' [(b)] (e) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the 
Arts and the Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Hu-
inailities shall each submit an annual report to the President for 
transmittal to the Congress on or before the 15th day for April of 
~each year. The report shall summarize the activities of the Endow-
ment for the preceding year, and may include such recommenda-
tions as the Chairperson deems appropriate. 
r [(c)] ((} The National Council on the Arts and the National 
Council on the Humanities, respectively, may each submit an 
annual report to the President for transmittal to the Congress on 
;- .. 
'.II 
'.! 
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. h ear setting forth a summa- ~ 
or before the 15th day ?f April o~::e~li~ year or its recomn;ienda- . 
ry of its activities durmg h~h~ lt considers necessary or de~ra~~e~ " 
. for any measures w lC h National Endowment or . 
llo[W>1 (g,\1) The. Chai<pe'f~hof ~a~ional Endowment fo< the:": 
Arts and the Chairperson o e ard evaluation of projects, pro uc 
manities shall conduci a ~~~~-~wlinancial assistance is J>r~(~lde~u~~ 
lions, and programsd or ents under sections 5(c) an . of the 
their respective. E~ <l::1n audit to determine thJ ac~u~:~~ (i) and ~=~~~i~.::i~::d ':;,' b~ submil~n7iti:i~f ~:::e'i~in"; ~u:h fin~r.~ ~~i~fa~~~a~r~~~pl~~~)~h~f1 ~ofplbl:i:~ :~: ~~~~~:,";,~~~u~l~~.1 or 
in pa.ag<~ph ~) ~h:;,~7.n'i':Ci~i assis.tanoe is 'e'°"~~j\y eithe< of program for w ic f Ii . al assistance prov1 E d w (2)(A) The recipient o ~na?tc\o the Chairperson of the n o . h Endowments shall su m1 . 
t e . lved- . . ch information as the .•· 
ment '~)"a finandal <epmt oon";;:'~'!u'::: that suoh financial~ ; 
Ch . person deems necessary 'th the terms and condi " 
. air . ended in accordance w1 • .. s1stance is exp . . 'd d· .· 
tions under which it-~· pro~~ee project, production, or program : 
(ii) a report descn mg . l istance- and : 
carried out with such financia .assd by th~ Chairperson, a copy ; (iii) if practicable, as _determ1~~ ram. .' 
of such project, pro~u~honr'n~~J wTth the requirements ?fd t~ : (B) Such recipient s a co ft the end of the perio ·•· 
Ph not later than 90 days a e~d d The Chairperson may . paragra . l . stance is prov1 e . d cause .· 
which such financia a~s~ l if the recipient shows goo ' 
extend the 90-day perio 0 ra i granted. ' 
why such an ext~n~1on sh~u t t~ally failed to satisfy thhe pur~S: : 
(3) If such rec1p1ent .su s a? . provided and t ~ en r ··• 
for which such financm\ ass1st~r~~b~!ction (a)] Subsection (d~d~ ~ 
specified in [the last sen ence o f the Endowment that prov1 .. 
determined by the Chairperson oh Chairperson may- )>. 
suoh fi(A,"~~:l P'::':~~';'.:;,'~i. ~~~,:'::!;,i~,!' i~te!~~:i~~,".ti';~d~h:n.:,':j~ · 
t financial assistance, ta d t d under tlus subsection; 
sequen d luation con uc e . t to use f the post-awar eva. . h financial ass1s ance . 0 
(B) prohibit th~ <ee>p>e~t ~:,'late suoh p<ojeo4 produobJ:i 
the name of, or m any w y t that provided such financ ' t . n with the Endowmen .i 
or por io bl" h d re-
assistance; and t · or program is pu is e • t: 
(C) if such project,_ pn?duc iont in the following sta~emen 
. that the publication con. a d recommendations ex· quire fi d" conclusions an . l Endow.. 
"The opinions, m mgs, fl t the views of the Nationa 
pressed herein do no\re ~~tional Endowment for the Hum~. ment for the Arts or 1e 
"t" s" N t' al Endowment for the 1 ie . . of the a ion " th Humllll'! [(e)(l) The Chairperson t" l Endowment ior e 
and the Chairperson o~ the f~~ iS~~retary of Education, shall co, 
't' s with the cooperation o e 
1 ie ' t d of duct jointly a s u Y -
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[(A) the state of arts education and humanities education, 
as currently taught in the public elementary and secondary 
schools in the United States; and 
[(B) the current and future availability of qualified instruc-
tional personnel, and other factors, affecting the quality of edu-
cation in the arts and humanities in such schools. 
[(2) The Endowments shall consult with the Committee on Labor 
and Human Resources of the Senate and the Committee on Educa-
. tion and Labor of the House of Representatives in the design and 
implementation of the study required by this subsection. 
[(3) Not later than two years after the date of the enactment of 
the Arts, Humanities, and Museums Amendments of 1985, the En-
dowments shall submit to the President, the Congress, and the States a report containing-
[(A) the findings of the study under paragraph (1); 
[(B) the Endowments' views of the role of the arts and hu-
manities in elementary and secondary education; 
[(C) recommendations designed to encourage making arts 
and humanities education available throughout elementary l and secondary schools; 
[(D) recommendations for the participants by the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities in arts education and humanities education in such schools; and 
[(E) an evaluation of existing policies of the National En-
dowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities that expressly or inherently affect the Endow-
ments' abilities to expand such participation. 
[CO Not later than October 1, 1987, each Endowment shall 
submit to the Congress a report detailing the procedures used in 
: selecting experts for appointment to panels and the procedures ap-
1. plied by panels in making recommendations with respect to ap-
.'·: proval of applications for financial assistance under this Act, in-
; i eluding procedures to avoid possible conflicts of interest which may 
· arise in providing financial assistance under this Act.] 
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 
,' SEc. 11. (a)(l)(A) For the purpose of carrying out section 5(c), 
t. there are authorized to be appropriated to the National Endow-
f ment for the Arts [$121,678,000 for fiscal year 198G, $123,425,120 
.for fiscal year 1!)87, $128,3Ci2,125 for fiscal year l!J88, and such 
11; sums as may be necessa~y for each of the fiscal years 1989 and 
·. 1990.] $125,800,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such surns as may be 
."'necessary for each (i.scal year 1992 through 1995. Of the sums soap-
, propriated for any fiscal year, not less than 20 per centum shall be 
:'..for carrying out section 5(g). 
.J (B) For the purpose of carrying out section 7(c), there are author-
.ized to be appropriated to the National Endowment for the Hu-
, manities [$95,W7,000 for fiscal year 1986, $99,015,280 for fiscal '~year 1987, $102,975,891 for fiscal year 1988, and such sums as may 
· be necessary for each of the years 1989 and 1990;.] $119,900,000 for 
fiscal year 1991 and such sums a,c; may be necessary for each fiscal 
; year 1992 through 1995. Of the sums so appropriated for any fiscal 
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year, not less than 20 per centum shall be for carrying out section 
~n . [(C) There are authorized to be appropriated to the National En-
dowment for the Arts for the fiscal year ending September 30, 
1977, not to exceed-
[(i) $2,500,000 for planning pursuant to paragraph (l)(D) of 
section 4(i) of the Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 
1652(i)), 
[(ii) $2,500,000 for interim maintenance pursuant to para-
graph (l)(B) of such section 4(i); and 
[(iii) $250,000 for administrative expenses.] 
Sums appropriated for the purposes of this subparagraph shall 
remain available until expended. 
(2)(A) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal 
year ending before October 1, [1990,] 1995, to the National En-
dowment for the Arts an amount equal to the sum of-
(i) the total amounts received by such Endowment under sec-
tion 10(a)(2), including the value of property donated, be-
queathed, or devised to such Endowment; and 
(ii) the total amounts received by the grantees of such En-
dowment from non-Federal sources, including the value of 
property donated, bequeathed, or devised to such grantees, for 
use in carrying out projects and other activities under para-
graph (1) through paragraph [(8)] (10) of section 5(c); 
except that the amounts so appropriated to the National Endow-
ment for the Arts shall not exceed [$8,820,000 for fiscal year 1986, 
$9,172,800 for fiscal year 1987, $9,539,712 for fiscal year 1988, and 
such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1989 
and 1990.] $13,000,000 for fi-scal year 1991 and such sums as may 
be necessary for each fiscal year 1992 through 1995. 
(B) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year 
ending before October 1, [1990,] 1995, to the National Endowment 
for the Humanities an amount equal to the sum of-
(i) the total amounts received by such Endowment under sec-
tion 10(a)(2), including the value of property donated, be-: . 
queathed, or devised to such Endowment; and 
(ii) the total amounts received by the grantees and subgran- . 
tees of such Endowment from non-Federal sources, including 
the value of property denoted, bequeathed, or devised to such:· 
grantees and subgrantees, for use in carrying out activities.:'.· 
under paragraph (1) through paragraph(!)) of section 7(c); · 
except that the amounts so appropriated to the National Endow-: 
ment for the Humanities [shall not exceed $10,780,000 for fiscal· .. 
year 1986, $11,211,200 for fiscal year 1987, $11,659,648 for fiscal. 
year 1988, and such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal; 
years 1989 and 1990] $12,000,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such 
sums as may be necessary for each fiscal year 1992 through 1995. 
(3)(A) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal·,· 
year ending before October 1, [1990] 1995, to the National Endow• 
ment for the Arts an amount equal to the sum of- .-t 
(i) the total amounts received by such Endowment, inclu · 
the value of property donated, bequeathed, or devised to su 
Endowment, for the purposes set forth in section 5(1)(1) pu 
ant to the authority of section 10(a)(2); and 
i 
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(ii) the total amounts rece' d b 
dowment from non-Federal ive Y t~e gra!ltees of such En-pro~erty do~ated, bequeathed s~~rces., mcludmg the value of 
use m carrymg out activities 'u d devised to such grantees, for 
subparagraph (F) of section 5(1)d). er subparagraph (A) through 
except Umt the amounts so a . ' 
not exceed [$20 580 000 £ tf Prlpnated to such Endowment shall 
r;:ar 1987, $22,259,328 for 0fisc~l~e~~af9Jg86, ~21,403,200 for fiscal necessary for each of th fi 1 ' an such sums as may 
i ' f?r fiscal year 1991 and s~chsc:u years 1989 and 1990] $15,000,000 
fiscal year 1992 through 1995 ms as may be necessary for each 
(1~) There are authorized t~ be a . 
endmg before October 1 [1990] 1.fJ5.ropriated fo~ each fiscal year for the .Humanities an a~ount equal to \li!he National Endowment 
(1) the total amounts received b sum of-
the value of property donated b Y sucfhEdndowme~t, including 
Endowment, for the u ' equea . e , or devised to such an~. to the authority ~f srfc~j~~ ~~~~%~\~d section 7(hXl) pursu-
(u) the total amounts received b ' 
dowment from non-Federal s y t~e gra!ltees of such En-pro~erty donated, bequeathed ~~rces •. mcludmg the value of 
use 111 carrying out activities 'u d devised to such grantees, for 
subparagraph (F) of section 7(h)O/r subparagraph (A) through 
except that the amounts so a . ' 
not exceed [$19 600 000 fi tf Prlpnated to such Endowment shall 
h:ar 1!)87, $21,199,360 for 0fisc~l~e~~a{9~~86, $d20,384,000 for fiscal necessary for each f th fi • an such sums as may 
$15,150,000 for fiscal year ~991 :nd iscal years 1989 and 1990.] 
for each fis~al year 1992 through l 99Such sums as may be necessary 
[(C) If either Chairperson deter : lllo~th of any fiscal year that ru::Jme\~ththe end of the ninth 
available under this para ra h t s w Ic would otherwise be 
. the Chairperson shall tra~sfe~ su~han Endowment cannot be used, 
. for tlb1e purposes described in sectit~n~(j)(tl) the oth~r Endowment 
:nay e necessary. 0 or section 7(h)(l), as 
[(D)] (C) Sums appropriated 
; subparagraph (B) for an fiscal pursuant to su.bparaJ?raph (A) and 
: gation and expenditure ~nt1'l e yeadr sdhall remam available for obli-
. i (4) Th Ch . xpen e 
' e airperson of the N t · · 
. the Chairperson of the Nation j Eondal Endowment for the Arts and 
the case m b I II · a n owment for the Hum •t• ~· f . ay e, s rn IRsue guidelines t . I am ies, as 
: o. paragr:aph (2) and _Paragraph (3). Su~hllnp. cm~nt the provisions 
' BIStent with the requirement of . r: gmdel~nes shall be con-
7(0 and section 7(h)(2) as th sect10n u(e), sect10n 5(1)(2) section 
IUp t f . . . ' e case may be rega ·d' t t l' 
· ppor o activities, programs r · ts • 1 H~g o a Federal 
• Fder authority of this Act. ' p OJec ' or product10ns carried out 
~F (cXl) There are authori:ed t b • •. • . • 
dowment for the Arts [$1 o e appropriated to the National En-
lor fiscal year 1987, $16,85~:~~i·~~~ fi0 r fiscal year 1986, $16,205,280 
II may be necessary for each f h seal year 1988, and such sums 
111.200,000 for fi-scal year 1991 o ~ e fhcal years 1989 and 1990] 
for each fiscal year 1992 through}995uct sud~~ may be necessary 
: ' 0 a mimster the provisions 
r~ 
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of this Act, or any other program for which the Chairperson of the 
National Endowment for the Arts is responsible, including not to 
exceed $35,000 for each such fiscal year for official reception and 
representation expenses. The total amount which may be obligated 
or expended for such expenses for any fiscal year through the use 
of appropriated funds or any other source of funds shall not exceed 
$35,000. 
(2) There are authorized to be appropriated to the National En-
dowment for the Humanities ($14,291,000 for fiscal year 1986, 
[$14,446,640 for fiscal year 1987, $15,024,506 for fiscal year 1988, 
and such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 
1989 and 1990] $17,.950,000 for fiscal year 1991 and such sums as 
may be necessary for each fiscal year 1992 through 1995, to adminis-
ter the provisons of this Act, or any other program for which the 
Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Humanities is re-
sponsible, including not to exceed $35,000 for each such fiscal year 
for official reception and representation expenses. The total 
amount which may be obligated or expended for such expenses for 
any fiscal year through the use of appropriated funds [or any 
other source of funds] shall not exceed $35,000. 
(d)[(l) The total amount of appropriations to carry out the activi-
ties of the National Endowment for the Arts shall not exceed- 1 
[(A) $167,060,000 for fiscal year 1986, 1 
[(B) $170,206,400 for fiscal year 1987, and ; 
[(C) $177,014,656 for fiscal year 1988.] (1) The total amount f' 
of appropriations to carry out the activities of the National En· ·. 
dowment {or the Arts shall be $175,000,000 for fiscal year 1991 { 
and such sums as may be necessary for each fiscal year 1991 ;(' 
through 1995. 
[(2) The total amount of appropriations to carry out the activi- .· 
ties of the National Endowment for the Humanitees shall not· 
exceed- " 
[(A) $139,878,000 for fiscal year 1986, 
[(B) $145,057,120 for fiscal year 1987, and ;~ 
[(C) $150,859,405 for fiscal year 1988.] (2) The total amount 
of appropriations to carry out the activities of the National E 
dowment for the Humanities shall be $165,000,000 for (is 
year 1991 and such sums as may be necessary for each fi 
year 1992 through 1995. 
• • • • • 
MUSEUM SERVICES ACT 
• • • • • • 
'l'ITLE II-MUSEUM SERVICES 
• • • 
NATIONAL MUSEUM SEllVlCES BOAHD 
SEc. 204. (a)(l) The Board shall consist of fifteen members 1 
pointed by the President by and with the advice and consent of 
Senate. Such members shall be selected from among citizens of 
ms 
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United States who are 
are- members of the general public and who 
(A) broadly representative of th . 
museums relating to science h. t e various museums, including ~otanical gardens, and of the IS ory, t~chnology, art, zoos, and 
tional, and cultural resources ofc~atUon:itl,dcSonservation, educa-
e Ill e tates· and 
. . . . ' 
(d) Th B * • 
that- e oard shall meet at the call of the Ch . • 
. airperson, except an~) it shall meet not less than [four] three times each ye . 
oo· h ~ it s all meet whenever on th. 
hers .request a meeting in writin e- . ird o.f the appointed mem-
appomted members shall co 't tg, m wluch event seven of the 
• nsI u ea quorum. 
• • • • 
DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE 
, SEc. 205. (a)(l) The Director of th I . ~the President, by and with th de. nshtute shall be appointed by 
; and shall serve at the pleasure eo a vice an? consent of the Senate L~ ~olpensated at the rate pro~fg:d P[esideni' The Director shall 
; . e u e (5 U.S.C. 5316) and shall] or eve V of the Executive 
c1se such powers as the B d perform such duties and e 
. (2) The Director shall oart dmlay prescribe. xer-
D" t , , no e egate f h sihlectortshfun~tions to any other office:~h o. t e CC:hairperson's] 
e o e Director. 0 is not directly respon-
• • • • 
": ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTE 
· SEc 206 ( ) 'l'h Bo d. . . a e Director, subject t th . . 
'im ar , IS authorized to make ts o e policy direction of the 
\ (l)r~v; !11useum services, thro~;~"suc~ a~l!s~tl!ms to increase and \,. IVI Ies as-
;{ . . . . 
··.· (~) assisting them in conserva . • . • • th~ir collections, hon of [artifacts and art objects], 
J.' • • • 
(bXl) The Director, subject to t~ . • . . • • 
useum. Services Board, is autho~ife~Icy d1recti~>n of the National 
. perll:tive agreements [with fi . to enter mto contracts and 
·( probvl1de financial assistance 1[r~ e:~~~nal mu~eu~ organizations] 
ena e such organizations to] un orgamza~10ns] in order to 
:rengthen museum services except tfe~take projects designed to 
~· ve ~greements entered into ur la any. contracts or coopera-effectiv~ 01_1ly to such extent o~ i sua7t to this subsection shall be 
. propnat10ns Acts. n sue 1 amounts as are provided in 
[~2)(A) No financial assistance m . 
lect1on for any project for a pe . d . ay be provided under this sub-.~.· no m excess of one year. 
;: 
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. be provided under this sub-
[(B)] (2) No financial ass1sta~.ce iac?xpenses [of any professional 
section to pay for [the] opera iona 
museum organization]. t f financial assistance made under this 
(3) The aggregate amo~n o or anizations] shall not 
subsection [to profess10nal mtuseumopri!ted under this Act for ,, 
d 5 Percent of the amoun appr excee . 
such fiscal year. f this subsection, the term "profess~onall 
[ (4) For purposes o . te nonprofit profess1ona 
. t• n" means a pnva ' h. h en 
museum orgamza io . . institution or association w ic -
museum-related organ.izat10n, d the well-being of museums 
gages in activities desigi_ied to a vance 
nd the museum profession.] 
a • • • • • 
• • 
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS • 
k. grants under section 
SEC. 209. (a) [For the I?urpose of ~a ~~g riated $21,600,000 for\ 
2or. (a) there are authorized to be 1PP p 1987 $23 862 560 for :; u ' $22 464 000 for fisca year ' . ' ' h fiscal year 1986, ' ' y be necessary for each oft e , 
fiscal year 1988, and such c s~ms ;:r n;~e purpose of making awa~ ::, 
fiscal year~ 1989 afnd I ~9~ ·i1e there are authorized to be appropn- j· 
under section 206 o ~ nsl iea; 1991 and such sums as may be neces- ,. 
ated $24,000,0f.O folr fiscal!kJ2 through 1995. .· 
sary for each 1 isca year • .· 
• • 
• • • 
• 
ARTS AND ARTIFACTS INDEMNITY AcT 
• • 
• • • 
INDEMNITY AGREEMENT 
SEC. 5. (a) • • • 
• • • • 
• • • red by indemnity a 
(b) The aggregadte ofthl?ss ;~t d:~ife n~~v~xceed [$1,200,000,~ 
ments made un er is . · 1 .. 
$3,000,00~,000 at !Iny one tim~t for a single exhibition shall co , 
(c) No mdem~1ty agreerC$125 ooo 000] $300,000,000. . . , 
loss or damage .m excdess ol f the items covered by an rndemnitf 
(d) If the estimate va u.e .o. . . ' . 
· l hibition is- A 
agreement for a smg e ei th coverage under this ct s 
(1) $2,000,000 or essd, egn in excess of the first $15,000 .· 
extend only to loss or ama e ' , 
loss or damage to$~to~s oc;;b":~iess than $10,000,000, then ' ' 
(2) more than ' • 11 t d only to loss or damage 
erage unfdtehr tfihi1r· sstA$~t5 ~~~ o?io:~ or damage to items cov ,,,, 
excess o e ' . ,, 
[or h . ge under this Act B 
[(3) $10,000,000 or mdore, t e1.1nc~~~~:s of the first $50,~ . 
extend only to loss or amage i 
loss or damage to items covered.] .: 
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(3) $10,000,000 but less than $125,000,000, then coverage 
under this Act shall extend to loss or damage in excess of the 
first $50,000 of loss or damage to items covered; 
(4) $125,000,000 but less than $200,000,000, then coverage 
under this Act shall extend to loss or damage in excess of the 
first $100,000 of loss or damage to items covered; or 
(5) $200,000,000 or more, then coverage under the Act shall 
extend only to loss or damage in excess of the first $200,000 of 
loss or damage to items covered. 
• • • • • • 
TITLE IV OF THE ARTS, HUMANITIES AND MUSEUMS AMENDMENTS OF 
1985 
[TITLE IV-ALTERNATIVE FEDERAL FUNDING OF THE 
ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
[SEC. 401. STUDY OF ALTEUNATIVE FUNDING OF THE AUTS AND THE llU-
1\IANITIES. 
[(a) STUDY REQUIRED.-(1) 'l'he Comptroller General of the 
United States shall conduct a study to determine the feasibility of 
' supplementing expenditures made from the general fund of the 
Treasury of the United States for the National Endowment for the 
Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Insti-
tute of Museum Services through other Federal funding mecha-
' nisms. 'l'he study required by this section shall consider, but is not 
:! 'limited to, the consideration of the following funding sources: 
·· [(A) A revolving fund comprised of payments made to the 
Federal Government through an extension of the existing Fed-
eral copyright period for artistic, dramatic, literary, and musi-
cal works. 
[(B) A revolving fund comprised of payments made to the 
Federal Government for the right to use or publicly perform 
artistic, dramatic, literary, and musical works in the public 
domain. 
. [(2) In carrying out the study required by this section, the Comp-
troller General shall frequently consult with and seek the advice of 
;'the Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts, the 
·Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Humanities, the 
!:.~Director of the Institute of Museum Services, the Register of Copy-
''rights, the Chairman of the Labor and Human Resources Commit-
tee of the Senate, the Chairman of the Education and Labor Com-
~ mittee of the House of Representatives, the Chairman of the Com-
"'mittee on the Judiciary of the Senate, and the Chairman of the 
'Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives, con-
lcerning the scope, direction, and focus of the study. 
i [(3) In conducting the study required by this section, the Comp-
.troller General shall consider the impact which the implementa-
·tion of each supplemental funding mechanism would have on-
' [(A) any international copyright treaties, commitments, and 
obligations to which the United States is a party; 
[(Il) public participation in the arts and the humanities; 
'·I 
ii 
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[(C) p~ivate, .c?rporate, and foundation support for the ~. 
and the humambes; d h h ·res in th [(D) the overall quality ~f arts an t e umam 1 :1 ' 
Uni~~~ ~~=t~:~ative activities of individual authors and artis~;t 
and · f · t copyrighting or·.··· [(F) the activities and operations o pnva e "t 
ganizations. 1 h 11 repare and 1 · [(b) REPORT.-The Comptroller Genera s aafte~ the date of• !~~~~:~t ~~et~~nAhg~~S: r~~~;~tdo~r:i~~:~~~~::!;if :i~~l~~;s ~~~!~~ ~· 
together with sue recommen a 
deems appropriate.] 
SECTION 5315 OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE 
§ 5315. Positions at level IV . }. 
Level IV of the Executive Schedule applies toh t~1e tol~~~1~!t!de-
ttions1:nf!eoJ :h~hr::p~c~nr0u:~ci~\~::1 bua::~~i~h:pt:r 1~ of title 2, ~ 
erm f h" ftl · adjusted by section 5318 o t is I. e: . 
Deputy Administrator of General Sen:1ces. . 
Associate Administrator of the National Aeronautics 
Space Administration. 
• • • • 
• • 
Director of the Institute of Museum Services. 
iDISSENTING VIEWS OF HON. JOSEPH M. GAYDOS AND HON. 
'.~F' AUSTIN J. MURPHY 
:;f While I have been a strong supporter of the arts throughout my 
'!22 years in Congress, I believe it is critical that we take a closer 
look at the way the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) has 
been operating of late. This is especially necessary during the reau-
·. thorization of that agency and the others encompassed in H.R. 
. 4825. 
· '• I cannot, in good conscience, support H.R. 4825 as it is being re-
ported by the Committee on Education and Labor. I believe that 
·the National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment 
.for the Humanities, and the Institute of Museum Services should 
.be extended and supported, but in light of the public outcry con-
eerning the suitability of public funding for certain works of art, it 
is not possible for me to agree to a straight five-year reauthoriza-
tion of these agencies with no limitations on the use of the Federal 
. ~ollars appropriated to them. 
··~· While it may well be true that only a handful of the 85,000 
· J>rojects which received grants from the National Endowment for 
the Arts during its 25-year history are the focus of the current op-
position to its reauthorization, the fact is that the public's views 
ahould prevail and that works that conflict with current standards 
of decency should not receive Federal funds, either directly or indi-
~tly . 
. ··-We are all aware of those few current projects-the photographic 
exhibit of Robert Mapplethorpe, a photograph by Andres Serrano, 
~e Annie Springle performance at the Kitchen Theatre, and an 
" "bition of works by David Wojinarowicz-that have aroused the 
blic, and quite frankly, offend me as well. 
And, at this point, it should be noted that this is not the first 
e questions have been raised about the suitability of grants for 
·n kinds of projects. In the 1985 reauthorization discussion, 
re were questions about the propriety of providing funds for cer-
poetry. 
';An issue that seems to be missing in much of the discussion is 
e one most often raised by my constituents: How can we allow 
h works to be funded in any fashion if Federal dollars are the 
rce of the funding? 
at is not only a logical and realistic question, it also deserves 
answer. 
My anwer is that we should not be providing funds from the Na-
. al Endowment for the Arts that are used to produce or to ex-
it works that a significant number of people consider obscene or 
ecent. 
rl'o those who argue that to set limits beyond current court inter-
tions of obscenity would have the result of stifling artistic ex-
ion or have the appearance of censorship. I would argue that 
(37) 
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rtisic works whether visual or aural or 
since only a handful of a f d d in ~ny given year and that any 
performing arts are ever luntoe an even smaller group, the chances·. 
limitations "."'ould only aI?P y tistic expression are slim indeed. 
of discouragmg or censoru:ig ar . that artists may not produce or 
For the record, ;io o~~ isd s~hm~ensibilities of the majority, only 
exhibit works which o en t ~ ld not be providing any funds for 
that the Federal governmen s ou 
that exercise. lk' b t limiting freedom of speech or expreM 
We are not ta. mg ba otu h American taxpayers' dollars shou 
sion. We are talkmg a ou ow 
be used. . . . 1 dy exist Only tax exempt or· Furthermore, some. hm1tationdsa O~ly orga~izations that comply 
ganizations can quagfY.[~· f~~ Act of 1964 are eligible. Only t~?se 
with Title VI of the 1v1 ig t s involved at the prevaihng 
organizations that comprfisd e .leJs~~ly those groups that comply 
minimum wa~e are quaf1t1he .D ~g-Free Workplace Act of 1988 can 
with the requirements o e r 
receive funds. . usual about Federal agencies or 
There is nothm~ strl~n~te t?r ~non the manner in which grants 
the Congress sett~n.g im1 a ion .. 
and aw~rds are ~tihzet k at other Federally funded programs, wd ·1 
Whats more, I~ Y?U ?O h the dollars can be spent an., ; 
set all sorts of l~m1~atio~s o~e ~;;,s to ensure that the money II . 
very often, require dntenm'th ~arious rules and regulations. I ·~ 
being spent m accor a~ce w1 't was determined that we would set .: 
Just last. N.ovember, m ~~~ld be eligible for Supple~enta~ ~ans . 
some restnct10ns on who t felt that it was an 1mpos1tI0!1 to " 
for Students. No on~ excep me SLS loan have a high school d1plo- ; 
require that an apphcabt [o~:r elt it was too restrictive to pr~v~nt :. 
ma or a GED. No on~ ~· her loan to attend a career trammg ": 
an applicant from usmg is or d f lt ate above 30 per cent. '. '. 
school that had a ,~t~~eni ~!der!l ~~a:t dollars being handededou~ 
And those .aren 1 irec h' h are only guaranteed by the F e , " 
these are private oans w IC . 1; 
govern~ent. h C ss took the proper action during th~, 
I believe that t e ongre 't created an Independent Co~· 
1990 appropria_tion~'thro~~~i:~:i° Endowment for the Arts" grant:. 
mission to review . e . th of its panel system and to con-.. 
making procedures, mcluddudg fi os~blicly funded art should be dif.. 
sider "whether the stan ar o.r p funded art." . ; 
ferent than th~ stan.da.rd fer pn~h!e~harge to the Commission is fot1 
The only thmg m1ssmg .rom hat the proper role of the Fede 
it to examine and deter?lme w ionshi to the arts. :"'· 
government shouldlb~ w1~h ~hl:~onfer~nce report, howev~r. Th~ 
There was a ~at? aw m members chosen by the President, io 
member Comm1ss1dnM.fou\ Leader of the House, and four .by~ 
by the Speaker an dmoMr~ y 'ty Leader of the Senate-expires r 
President Pro Tern an mon '· . 
September 30, 1990. . delay in naming the member1 
And since there was a m~a_or t it has not been able to meet· 
the Commissio~ by the Pbes\ti~ , its report to Congress. Act 
statutory deadhne for. su m1 . gt' al meeting on June 6 of 
the Commission had •~5 o;ga~z~:~t°full working day. Further, year and met on June or I 
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~· Commission's staff director was named only one week ago, on June 
" 21-both actions occurring some eight months after legislative 
action was completed. · 
At the very least, this Commission should be extended for an-
other year or more so that it can perform its function. 
I believe the Commission could serve a useful purpose. As the 
debate on the NEA's structure for dispensing grants continues, 
more people are coming forward with ideas for revamping that 
system. The Commission, under its current charge, could serve to 
examine a variety of proposals, including those offered by the Gen-
eral Accounting Office (GAO) during testimony to the Subcommit-
tee on Post secondary Education on June 6, 1990, and the sugges-
tions proposed by Congressman Coleman and Gunderson. 
The GAO, for example, while noting that controls at the grant-
making stage appear to be appropriate, said that controls over 
grant awards "cannot guarantee that funds will not be used in a 
manner inconsistent with section 304(a)." 
GAO then suggested that NEA consider, adopting a procedure 
whereby grantees could seek advisory opinions at a later stage to 
determine if there were any problems or a potential violation of 
the statute. 
Our colleagues from Missouri and Wisconsin suggested that NEA 
funds be shifted so that more dollars would be available to State 
arts councils for distribution. This proposal needs more study, first, 
. to determine if that would be in the best interests of the States and 
': the art groups and, second, to look at the distribution levels. 
: Undoubtedly, other suggestions would be presented if people 
'' knew the Commission was going to have the time to fulfill its mis-
sion. 
· But, more importantly, we need to examine the deeper, more 
: basic issue of the Federal government's role in the arts. Should tax-
.· payers be funding the works of individual artists? Or should the ef-
; forts of the government be more directed toward enhancing the 
1
system of making artistic ventures more accessible to the general 
: public and of encouraging a greater appreciation of the arts by our 
children and youth? 
. The answers to these questions are critical, expecially at this 
..time when Federal dollars are limited because of budget con-
· straints. 
: From a parochial view, there are funding issues to be considered. 
In Fiscal Year 1990, the three primary agencies in question-the 
~,National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for 
·'the Humanities, and the Institute of Museum Services-received a 
'total of $299.2 million, made up of $144.1 million for NEA, $132.4 
· 'Ilion for the humanities, and $22.6 million for museum services. 
~:By way of contrast, the three agencies with responsibility for pro-
tecting the !)O million men and women who are employed in more 
than six million work places-the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration, the Mine Safety and Health Administration, and 
. e National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health-re-
ceived a total of $527.3 million, made up of $270.7 million for 
HA, $170.5 million for NSHA, and $85.9 for NIOSH. 
,·:•What should be our focus? Should the National Endowments for 
e Arts and Humanities and the Institute of Museum Services re-
,. 
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· e more than half of the amount for occupation~} safety an~ h~1;lth? If we ca~'t sufficie~tly protect our. popu~atio~ a~u':~. 
what is the necessity of puttmg these dollars mto t e a ' ' ·~ 
ities and museums? d d HR 4825 pro-', A~ I have said before, the programs fund~ . un. er · : . Th , 
vide significant dollars back toAtt;: co~~bn:tie$~244~tos~i~t.wid: ,:,. 
National Endowment ~por the I r ·a~son2r01thu ~~ng;essfonal District. 
. t of programs ennsy vam 8 837 d T~ieJ tional Endowment for the Humanities expends $91 , an " 
thee ln:titute of Museum Services invests $245,566: $3 408 500 ru 
The total investment from the three programs is' ' ' . c"es 
. the eighth largest source of grant dollars from Federal agen 1 . 
lS 1 D" . t .. fo~hJs~I~g~~s=~~n~s h!~~\~en, and will co~tinue to be a s~~~~ } 
supporter of the arts, in gi:neral, and the Nat1~~:~1 Efu:li~;e about i. 
articular But I cannot ignore my own per . ·; 
p f th ks that have raised the ire of my constituen~. . ' ; so~~ ~he ~':r~r least, we must adopt a shorter reauthon~~'? '.~ 
· d The question then becomes how short-:-One year, i TJ..~10 ? C tainly if the Commission is to funct1?n successfully, a " on:-~~ar ~~autho~ization period will not be sufficient. Thred Y::: 
on the other hand, is not too different from five years an s . 
too long. h · t" ·~ p lly I opt for a two-year reaut onza 10n. . t" · 
I k~~~ath~re are those who will feel a two-year _rehthor;:d:, 
term is unacceptable because it mea~s that we will ave ;: 
with this issue in an election year agam. 1 We 
That should not be the basis for :eje~ting the two-ydr Jir!1n'.witb'. 
currently have a five-year reauthonzabon and we are ea g ,\ 
thT~S:~:~f f~~u~l~~~c:tlJ'l,~r ~n dealing with the critical issues anf 
nol:ie~bf~J !~:1Ter~Idb;1f~ee rt~~ Indepi:n~ent Com!Ilission created' 
in the Department of II_iterior's appropnatIO~ foh.Fhs~f~;if~~:~ 
should be extended until January 31, 1992, ~ -w ia . lude recom:> 
submit its report to the Congress. That repor wou me t" l ~ 
mendations for improvingdthe grbanu( tf1~~ge~ti o!nt~~e 1t~;to~~le ror downment for the Arts an mem ers 
the Federal government in the arts. , k" · 
And finally until such time as the NEA s grant-ma m
1
g pr 
is imp~oved s~ as to preven.t grants for projec~ thdt ~evef oJ::nCJ, 
hibit works that conflict with contempo_rary s an~ ar s o rt oi: 
we must adopt language similar to that m the con er~nce ~'h ~ 
the 1990 appropriations for the Deparb~e~t of In~fi10r bwc:~e ~· 
hibited the use of funds for works dep1ctmg ~pec1 ~c o s . . 
which when taken as a whole do not have serious literary a , po~i~i~i;h:~f :~!if ha~~}u!e fail to modify th~ 1yro~_am,' i~ci: w k t d Y Federal support for the arts w1 ac ieve ~~~s 0~1~\y abeing willing and ready to seek a compromise that 
can continue Federal support for the arts. 
JOSEPH M. GAYDOS. 
AUSTIN J. MURPHY. 
'.,DISSENTING VIEW OF HON. GLENN POSHARD ON H.R. 4825 
", All of my life I have worked with the artistic community and 
·' have been a strong supporter of the arts. I believe my voting record 
in the Illinois State Senate and in this Congress is 100 percent in 
favor of the arts. I believe in both Federal and State funding of the 
arts, and I certainly do not agree with those who say we should 
forego all public funding of the arts. 
Everyone knows that the private sector could not begin to find 
all of the marvelous art projects the National Endowment for the 
· Arts has supported over the years. We need public financing of the 
arts, but I do not believe the government is obligated to pay for so-
:<;called art which deliberately denigrates religious, racial, or ethnic ~·' groups or belief of this country-works which degrade the very ~' principles for which this government stands 
, If an individual wants to engage in that denigration on his own 
' : with his own money and it is within the limits of present law, then 
, he certainly has that right. But, I believe the government has no 
. , . obligation to fund those kinds of projects. 
} As I have considered this reauthorization, it strikes me that the 
J debate gets at a larger issue-our democratic form of government. 11 Democracy is a compromise, it's the middle ground between laissez 
1,faire, hands-off rule and autocratic, totalitarianism. In a democra-,~ cy, we have limits, respect for personal property, for life, liberty, 
, and the pursuit of happiness. We have limits, but we also have tre-
i mendous freedoms-including the freedom of expression. Our indi-
" vidual freedoms are an inspiration for people throughout the 
} world! and one of the things which makes our nation so great and 
t so unique. 
, But, there is a limit to that freedom. The limit is not always 
<clear, but it is there nonetheless. The limit is the boundary be-
.·: tween freedom and license, between artistic expression and inde-
,' cency, between art and obscenity, and between a political state-
,; ment and a personal offense. It is very clear to me that some of the 
P projects which the N.E.A. has funded have crossed that line, I be-
lieve that the majority of the people in my Congressional District 
,would agree with me, and I believe that millions of Americans 
would agree. 
" , · The question is, what do we do about it? Do we ignore those who 
have been offended by the works in question? Do we cut off all 
'funding to the N.E.A.? Or do we try to come up with some compro-
mise? 
The N.E.A. question is more troublesome because, although it in-
volves money, it is about ideas. A more restrictive approach from 
Congress toward the Endowment does not constitute censorship. As 
it is now, now every work is funded, not every artist is awarded a 
, grant. The N.E.A. peer review process has worked well, but I am 
, repelled by the suggestion that only the arts community should be 
(41) 
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11 • th" rt fi public consider-\';• involved in these decisions. After a ' is is a or t b . dized · ... 
ation comment and criticism, or merely a governmen su s1. '.' 
arts ~lub? It is vital for the public to support the N.E.A. for it to ,1 
meet its potential. . · 11 h ens in the '., True intellectual and creative activity ?sua y a~p It be, ; 
rivate sector without much government mvolvemen.. may .. ·:) 
P · t r the N E A to adopt a more mainstream ap- .• 
more ap~~d_P~~am~ ~~rks m~y. h~ve to be financed by the private • . !~~\%~~!~1 n~~rc~;~~f~~ !~: ~~~~~~~~nJu~u~!c~~{:h:h~or~~~ 
;a~~~e~oe!r?t~;:u~~d P~~f~~~teto~o ~~~;e~~P th~t~r re~t~ic~~di~ 
censorship is disingenious, because even now we o no su 
each and every artist. . h N E A t proc-
There is nothing wrong with challenging te h · · J{an be-
ess I believe a stronger N .E.A. will result, one t e pu ic can 
lie~e in and Congress can continue to support. 
H 
' INDIVIDUAL VIEWS OF E. THOMAS COLEMAN ~) 
~· .. During the reauthorization process of public hearings and both 
•·· subcommittee and full committee markups of H.R. 4825, I, as well 
·· as other Republican Members of the Education and Labor Commit-
tee, voived my concern about the lack of sufficient oversight by the 
National Endowment for the Arts of its grantmaking process, and 
the need for additional accountability to the public of the Endow-
ment's panel review system. 
During the past twelve months, I have become increasingly dis-
mayed by the extreme position taken by critics of the Endowment, 
who accuse those who support the NEA as de facto supporters of 
, pornography, and by the equally intransigent position of the arts 
···establishment, which writes-off any critic of the Endowment's 
~· grantmaking process as a proponent of censorship. I, along with 
· other moderate members, find myself in the middle of two ex-
; tremes, neither of which, in my view, will prevail legislatively. 
·~· Accordingly, I have developed an alternative legislative package 
with Congressman Steve Gunderson which promotes increased 
. access to the arts by the public through changes in resource alloca-
~on, and ensures increased accountability to the public whose tax 
funds support the Endowment, through structural and procedural 
reforms. Additionally, this proposal prohibits the funding of any 
art projects or productions which are obscene. · 
<.We chose not to offer this legislative alternative during either 
'the subcommittee or full committee markups of H.R. 4825, because 
~e strongly feel that the current reauthorization of the National 
Endowment for the Arts is not simply a routine refunding of a Fed-
.~ral agency for an additional five years. Because of the public scope 
of the controversy, which threatens the Endowment's continued ex-
istence, we fell that a full and open debate should occur on the 
Door of the House of Representatives. 
~:I remain a strong supporter of public funding of the arts in 
erica, but I also strongly feel that with such funding comes a 
. uirement for accountability to the taxpayer. I intend to pursue 
reforms of the National Endowment for the Arts, which will bring 
ut structural and procedural reforms at the Endowment, allo-
cate additional funds directly to the States, and will create new pri-
''ties for arts education and broadened access to the arts in rural 
d inner-city areas. 
U' 
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF PAUL B. HENRY 
As the Committee Report indicates, the bill reported by the cO~ 
mittee does not address the controversey over the National Endow·. 
ment for the Arts' support for certain projects which many citizena.· 
find objectionable. The decision on the part of several of us not to. 
offer amendments in Committee should be understood to be part of 
an agreement to address these concerns when the bill reaches the . 
full House, and not in any way an indication that these issues, 
should be or could be avoided in the reauthorization process. ~. 
I intend to offer the following language as an amendment to H.R. 
4825 when the bill is considered by the House of Representatives:: 
The Chairperson and the National Council for the Arts · ··. 
shall ensure that any project supported by an award, · 
grant, loan, or other form of support provided by the En· ·~1 
dowment demonstrates a commitment to artistic excel··, . 
Jenee which is sensitive to the nature of public sponsor· s · 
ship, and does not deliberately denigrate the cultural her· 1. 
itage of the United States, its religious traditions, or racial l1 
or ethnic groups. The Chairperson and the National Coun· ,\ 
cil for the Arts shall ensure that any pr~ject supported by ' 
an award, grant, loan or other form of support provided by r'.~ •. 
the Endowment does not violate prevailing standards 
against obscenity or indecency. 
My amendment does not specifically address changes in the 
dowment's process and procedures to assure greater accountab' 
and openness, although those changes are also important. Ch 
in these areas are proposed in the amendment sponsored by 
Coleman and Gunderson. . 
The language I am proposing would amend Section 5(c) oft .. 
National Foundation of the Arts and Humanities Act, and add1 
more criterion to the eight already in statute (H.R. 4825 would ··. 
two additional criteria) which the Chairperson and the Co · •. 
must follow in determining which projects and/or artists to s 
and support. My language would make explicit in statute the ... 
gation of the Council and the Chairperson to not only make j · 
ments about which applications have, for example, "signm 
merit" but in so doing be sensitive to the fact that these are p . 
funds, and therefore should not be used to fund art which woitlc( 
considered indecent or obscene, or which deliberately de · 
the cultural heritage of the United States, its religious trad1 
or racial or ethnic groups. 
I do not try to specifically define indecency, just as Congress, 
not tried to delineate each potential manifestation in other· · 
texts in which indecency has been prohibited. The agency m 
velop guidelines and other means to implement the statu 
amendment provides a framework for the Council and the 
(44) 
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ty ~~ne~~l~lly, wit~out r~m~ving their discretion and responsibil-
the NEA's a ~ gran ahl· icabons. At. the same time, it underlines 
Council an ro e as pu IC sponsorship of art, and obligates the 
10. le in deted t~e. Chairhl?ehrson ~o apply criteria consistent with that 
, ... rmmmg w IC proJects to fund. ~The courts have recognized, and common sense would ho efull 
..
. er~~gte, thtsat the federal government may establish criteria tor rel 
ran programs. Whether any pa t' I 't · tion is const1"tut· 1 d d r icu ar en enon or restric-
' 10na epen s on the type of "subsid " · 1 
.·filr type o[, restric~io~1 attached to that subsidy. Resfric~~~~ :~d .?~~~ 
. ements and s1m1lar-type subsidies are more h 
• jam~le, fuidelines to be followed in deciding whY~~e~:uf P::~e f~r 
. p f.~e ion r~nt of a federal building. Restrictions aimed at " n·o ~·:here~~~::~1~~:srb~i:J0~t~i' mor~ subspect than are. res_trictib~s1 ~f 
not of an . . e?1en s a out the constitutionality or 
of N' E y grant restrictions m any form are risky. But th d '. l 
, A/state arts grants becaus f th . d e ema p~jectl proposed for funding has eiI~ thee p~~t eh=~~ ~op~:ldt boyf tthhe 
J1:uera courts. e 
oJ su~o~~ public sponsorship of the arts and I believe in the NEA 
. er I . years,. the Endowment has funded thousands of excel. cul~J;~~J~~~d:~~~t 1B;t s~hen thEA~eds of mt uc~ tofkour nation's rich 
ma b . · s recen mis a es few as the 
. Y e, c~rtamly warrant the public's dee concer~ y 
ment. P!ov1des a reasonable and responsiblep responf;e · ~ih~:;;,e~~­~ermC1hn1!1g the role and work of the Endowment the' Council and-
WJ a1rperson. ' • 
PAUL B. HENRY. 
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